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Abstract
A hierarchical model based on the Multivariate Autoregessive (MAR) process is pro-
posed to jointly model functional neuroimaging time series collected from multiple
subjects, and to characterize the distribution of MAR coefficients across the popula-
tion from which those subjects were drawn. Thus, model-based inference about the
interaction between brain regions, termed effective connectivity, may be generalized
beyond those subjects studied. The posterior density of population- and subject-level
connectivity parameters is estimated in a Variational Bayesian (VB) framework, and
structural model parameters are chosen by the corresponding evidence criterion. The
significance of resulting connectivity statistics are evaluated by permutation-based
approximations to the null distribution. The method is demonstrated on simulated
data and on actual multi-subject functional time series from electroencephalography
(EEG) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Our modern view of the functional organization of the brain is based on the princi-
ples of localization and connectionism: that complex cognitive function emerges from
the interaction of anatomically distinct regions, each specialized to a sub-function
[95, 85]. The details of this functional organization have been explored over the last
few decades through a variety of methods that enable spatiotemporal measurements
of brain activity under different experimental conditions [58, 48]. Historically, analysis
of these functional neuro-monitoring data has focused on inference about the spatial
distribution and timing of brain activity, such as in estimating the position and wave-
form of an intracranial dipole based on magnetoencephalography, or in producing
activation maps using functional magnetic resonance imaging. More recently, atten-
tion has been drawn toward inference about the interaction among gross brain regions
by viewing neural time series as the realization of a distributed random process.
In this introduction, we will discuss methods by which brain activity may be
monitored, and methods which use these data to characterize the location, timing
and connectivity of systems-level neural networks active during the performance of
behavioral or cognitive tasks. We will also summarize the contributions of our research
in the area of connectivity analysis based on functional neuroimaging data.
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1.1 Methods of Functional Neuroimaging
The various methods for measuring neural activity in distributed regions of the brain
differ in their spatial and temporal resolutions, and in the means by which this activ-
ity is measured. Generally speaking, these methods fall into two classes: (1) those by
which neural activity is observed through related physiological changes (e.g. hemo-
dynamic and metabolic variations) and is sampled volumetrically or tomographically
(slice-wise) with low temporal resolution; and (2) those by which activity is observed
through electric or magnetic variations which are sampled sparsely in space, but finely
in time. In the former class are Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) and
Positron Emission Tomography (PET). In the latter class are Electroencephalogra-
phy (EEG), Magnetoencephalography (MEG), and intracranial electrical recording by
means of surface or depth electrodes. The different characteristics of these meth-
ods have important bearing on the feasibility of activity detection and connectivity
inference, so we summarize them here.
1.1.1 Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) assesses brain activity by monitoring
changes in blood flow and oxygenation which are referred to as the Blood Oxygen Level
Dependent (BOLD) effect [62, 92, 3]. These data may be collected tomographically
or volumetrically over time. A recent summary text of the subject [58] reports the
typical in-plane linear resolution is 4 to 5 millimeters for full-brain fMRI acquisitions,
and 1 to 2 millimeters for region-specific acquisitions. It also reports that 1 to 2 second
temporal resolution is typical and sufficient to characterize hemodynamic variations,
but that sample rates from 500 ms to 4 seconds may be useful in some contexts.
Though finer temporal resolution is possible, this compromises signal strength (due
to the shorter flip-angle required to reach steady-state more quickly) and/or the
anatomical volume that can be scanned.
It is hypothesized that the BOLD effect is linked to changes in neural activity
via the Balloon Model [13, 76, 29] which has a delayed smoothing effect in time. A
16
number of studies have also characterized the approximate linearity of the BOLD
response to neural activity [8, 19, 100] as well as evidence of nonlinearities that may
be due to saturation, habituation or other effects. Based on studies in the sensori-
motor and visual cortices where neural stimulation can be quite direct, it is generally
reported that the BOLD impulse response to neural activity exhibits a delayed onset
of approximately 2 seconds, rises to some peak value, and returns to baseline over a
total of 10 to 15 seconds [19, 100, 9, 58]. An initial and refractory dip are predicted
by the Balloon Model and have been shown empirically [13, 29], but these effects
are far more subtle than the primary peak. A number of studies have reported a
time-to-peak interval of 4-6 seconds for visual and other BOLD impulse responses
[19, 101, 58].
Experimental protocols for fIRI experiments fall generally into three classes.
Block designs [33] refer to protocols in which experimental conditions are held constant
for an extended period of time or block. Variation between blocks may occur in a cyclic
manner, such as switching back and forth between "active" and "rest" conditions so
that activity under these conditions may be contrasted. Event-related designs [17]
refer to protocols in which stimuli or tasks are presented or performed in a transitory
manner. These cognitive or behavioral "events" may be of single or multiple types,
and presented in a temporal sequence with regular or randomized spacing. Finally, a
protocol may also be unstructured, for instance acquired solely while the subject is
"at rest".
1.1.2 Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) assesses brain activity by means of positron
emissions that are coupled to brain metabolism or blood flow by means of radioactively-
tagged molecules administered intravenously [11]. Pairs of photons released by positron-
electron annihilations are used to reconstruct tomographic or volumetric [2] scans of
brain metabolism with spatial resolution on the order of 4mm. This spatial resolu-
tion is inherently limited by the distance separating the events of positron emission
and annihilation. This distance varies with isotope species, but PET resolution has
17
been theoretically limited to 2-3mm in general [67]. Typical temporal resolution is on
the order of tens of seconds depending the time required for adequate photon counts
[109].
1.1.3 Electroencephalography (EEG)
Electroencephalography (EEG) is the measurement of electrical potential over time
by electrodes placed on the scalp. These potentials are the manifestation of the in-
tegrated synaptic potentials from large populations of neurons. Event-related Brain
Potentials (ERP) refer to EEG recordings of potentials induced by an internal or
external event, such as a task or stimulus [48]. Intracranial EEG (iEEG) or Electro-
corticography (ECoG) refers to the placement of electrodes subdurally [86]. A detailed
coverage of the subject can be found in the text [90] from which information in this
section is largely derived.
EEG time series are sampled with temporal resolution on the order of a few
milliseconds to capture rapid electrical variations in the brain. Sites for recording
have been standardized by reference to anatomical landmarks. The International
10-20 system designates 21 recording sites. The American EEG Society extended
this system to include a total of 75 locations and labels as shown in Figure 5-22 of
Chapter 5. In order to sensitize the recording to different phenomena, potentials
may be measured in a monopolar manner relative to a reference electrode (such as
one placed on the ear), or in a bipolar manner by differencing signals from adjacent
electrodes in either the anterior-posterior or the left-right direction.
Limitations of EEG include the fact that it cannot detect activity which pro-
duces "closed" electric fields, and the fact that direct inference about the location
and strength of brain activity is not possible based on signals recorded at the scalp
[48]. Research on intracranial source localization based on scalp EEG measurements
is currently of interest. Approaches to this "inverse problem" include dipole and
distributed source models which may be estimated using head models derived from
anatomical MRI, or using PET/fMRI activation maps as a constraint source locations
(see Chapters 7, 9 and 15 of [48] for a review).
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1.1.4 Magnetoencephalography (MEG)
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) [14] refers to the measurement of magnetic fields
over time by means of SQUID magnetometers situated outside the skull. These fields
arise from synchronized activity of neuronal populations and can be sampled with
millisecond temporal resolution. Modern whole-head MEG scanners may contain
hundreds of measurement channels. A variety of gradiometric coil configurations can
be employed to adjust the sensitivity of MEG measurements. For instance, second-
order axial gradiometers can improve the spatial locality of measurements by canceling
magnetic fields from distant sources. The article [45] contains an excellent review of
MEG technology and physiology and was the primary source for this section.
MEG is closely related to EEG and provides complementary electromagnetic infor-
mation. Source localization with MEG can be performed with higher spatial accuracy
since electric fields may be strongly affected by tissue inhomogeneities in the head,
whereas magnetic fields are primarily influenced by currents in the brain. Approaches
to the "inverse problem" of source localization based on MEG recordings are similar
to those for EEG. The Equivalent Current Dipole (ECD) approach involves estima-
tion of the location, amplitude and orientation of one or more dipole sources which
could explain the observed MEG signal [102]. Current-distribution approaches, such
as Minimum-norm Estimates (MNE) [46], model MEG signals as originating from
distributed sources, whose location may be informed by structural MRI and/or fMRI
activation data under similar experimental conditions [68, 18].
1.2 Activity Detection
Much of the efbfort in the analysis of functional time series has been directed at lo-
calizing and characterizing the temporal structure of brain activity related to the ex-
perimental conditions under which data was collected. Source localization techniques
for EEG and MEG are examples of this kind of analysis, whereby the locations and
waveforms of brain activity that produced extracranial measurements are estimated
over time. The waveform of raw EEG/MEG time series is also of interest but may be
19
corrupted by high levels of noise. This noise can be reduced, for instance, by averag-
ing over repeated ERP trials. Methods of topographic analysis by which current or
energy density estimates are interpolated between EEG electrodes [104, 110, 91] have
been proposed and applied in a variety of ERP experiments [55, 116] to characterize
the spatial distribution of electrical patterns over the scalp over time.
Localization of brain activity in fMRI and PET is performed essentially by as-
sessing correlation between observations at each voxel and the experimental protocol,
whose conditions vary over the functional acquisition. Many variations on this pro-
cess of protocol-dependent activity detection have been developed. For fMRI, these
include modeling the BOLD response with varying degrees of elaboration [114, 17, 51,
29], accounting for local spatial correlation between voxels [12, 22, 96], and temporal
noise modeling [98]. Other work has focused on the design of experimental protocols
for the purpose of optimizing detection power [16, 38].
Considerable work has also been directed toward population/group analysis so
that inference about the location of protocol-related neural activity may be general-
ized to the greater population from which studied subjects were drawn. In the area of
fMRI analysis, linear-Gaussian hierarchical models (see Section 2.2 on random effects
(RFX) analysis) have been used extensively for this purpose. Early work used a sum-
mary statistic approach [57], whereas application of the EM algorithm enabled more
general models to be considered [34, 31]. A sampling approach is developed in [113].
Non-parametric population inference for fMRI activation detection is developed in
[56, 89] to relax the assumption of Gaussian uncertainty that characterizes typical
RFX analysis.
1.3 Connectivity Inference
The techniques referenced in the previous section are unified in that they approach
the problem of activity modeling in a local manner, that is, by treating distinct
anatomical regions individually. This is consistent with the principle of localization
in brain organization, but it avoids the principle of connectionism, which posits that
20
complex cognitive function arises from the interaction among distinct brain regions.
Since functional time series are a manifestation of this joint operation, it is natural
to try to infer that interaction based on these data.
Two classes of methods have been proposed for joint analysis of functional time
series collected from different brain regions. The first, which is sometimes termed
Functional Connectivity analysis, includes exploratory methods aimed at the identifi-
cation of similar patterns of activity across regions of interest, without modeling the
mechanisms by which these patterns arise [6]. The second, which is termed Effective
Connectivity [49] or Granger Causality [60, 71] analysis, includes methods by which
functional time series are modeled explicitly as the realization of a dynamical system
in which local activity may affect activity in anatomically distinct regions.
1.3.1 Functional Connectivity
Techniques for functional connectivity analysis have been applied to PET, fMRI,
EEG and MEG time series. The texts [37, 23, 20] review some of these techniques.
They include the assessment of correlation [40, 47] and phase-locking [20], time series
clustering [43], and various spatiotemporal decompositions which are specializations
of principle components analysis (PCA) [35], singular value decomposition (SVD)
[30, 80] and independent components analysis (ICA) [75, 82]. These last methods are
also used to decompose functional time series in an exploratory manner, for instance to
distinguish components related to the experimental protocol, physiological processes,
and other noise.
The literature contains examples of studies in which functional connectivity anal-
yses have produced sensible results using fMRI (e.g. in showing correlation between
language areas [47], or in resting-state motor regions [6]). But, caution should be
urged in interpreting these results as a demonstration of functionally-significant con-
nectivity among brain regions. These methods essentially group signals on the basis
of correlation or other measures of similarity, which could arise due to a direct interac-
tion between or among regions, or due to the common influence of an exogenous factor
such as the experimental protocol or non-functional physiological processes. Further-
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more, since clustering by these methods implies a symmetric relationship between
regions, directional network descriptions such as causal influences or information flow
cannot be inferred.
1.3.2 Effective Connectivity
Effective connectivity is defined as the influence that one brain region exerts on an-
other under a given interaction model [49]. Analysis of effective connectivity differs
from that of functional connectivity in that it is based on estimation of a generative
model of neurological time series. In particular, functional measurements made in
specified brain regions are modeled as the realization of a distributed random process
in which local changes may affect other regions, possibly reciprocally.
Effective connectivity analysis is motivated by the possibility of using informa-
tion contained in functional time series collected simultaneously from multiple brain
regions to address hypotheses about the interaction of these regions under particu-
lar experimental conditions or due to some neurological disorder. Such hypotheses
may be about the presence or temporal structure of an influence between brain re-
gions, about whether that influence is conducted through an intermediary region, or
about whether that influence is modulated by activity in another region or by some
experimental condition.
Figure 1-1 shows a hypothetical effective connectivity analysis on a sensorimotor
network based on MNE MEG time series. The graph indicates evidence from these
time series that the interaction between the primary sensory cortex in the left hemi-
sphere (L SI) and the primary motor cortex in the right (R MI) is mediated by the
secondary sensory cortex in the left hemisphere (L SII), under the conditions of a
particular experimental protocol.
Directional inference of this kind is enabled by explicitly modeling the way func-
tional time series were produced, and incorporating into that model a parameter-
ization of inter-regional influences. Numerous models have been proposed for this
purpose to capture different phenomena present in functional time series. Notable
examples include the following:
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Figure 1-1: The effective connectivity inferred for a hypothetical sensorimotor network
based on MEG-based dipole models. L SI = left primary sensory cortex, L SII = left
secondary sensory cortex, R MI = right primary motor cortex, R SII = right secondary
sensory cortex
* Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) [81] involves constrained modeling
of the covariance of multivariate measurements in a time-invariant manner. Di-
rectional influence in a network can be inferred by constraining some directional
influences to be zero on the basis of prior functional/anatomical knowledge.
SEM has been used to analyze network interactions based on fMRI, EEG and
MEG [81, 66].
* Volterra kernels [39] can describe a causal relationship between a system
output and the recent past of an input by means of higher-order convolutions.
They have been used to characterize non-linear (i.e. asynchronous) coupling be-
tween pairs of functional time series collected by MEG. A limitation of pairwise
modeling is that it may not be able to distinguish direct interactions between
regions from those that are indirect and conducted through other observed brain
regions.
* Multivariate Autoregressive Modeling (MAR) [71] falls in the class of
"black-box" or regression approaches to system identification [70], and charac-
terizes observed multivariate time series as a time-invariant linear regression of
their recent past. This is described in detail in Section 2.1. It has been applied
to modeling network interactions based on EEG, MEG, fMRI and intracranial
electrical monitoring [93, 60, 50].
* Dynamic Causal Modeling (DCM) [32] refers to a state-space model [70]
specific to fMRI. Neural dynamics are described by a multivariate ARX(1)
model which includes bilinear terms such that observed exogenous variables (e.g.
experimental conditions) can modulate the interaction between brain regions.
These dynamics are modeled as observed through the Balloon model for the
BOLD response, whose parameters are estimated for each region of interest
separately.
Volterra kernels, MAR and DCM characterize effective connectivity by model-
ing particular brain regions as variables in a causal, dynamical system (cf. SEM).
Interregional influence is inferred via parameters that govern the prediction of one
variable/region on another under these models, so our interpretation of results such
as those shown in Figure 1-1 should be interpreted accordingly. In particular, evidence
of a predictive relationship between modeled regions of interest does not alone imply
a causal relationship. Indeed, a predictive relationship between two variables may be
observed even if a direct causal relationship is absent. For instance, two regions may
both be subject to some unmodeled influence so that one region is predictive of the
other, even if there is no direct interaction between them.
Connectivity analysis of this kind is closely related to the concept of Granger
Causality due to Wiener [112] and Granger [44], by which casual inference is consid-
ered from a statistical viewpoint. Specifically, it is said that one variable "Granger
causes" another, if past observations of one variable reduce the prediction error of
another.
It should be emphasized that these models represent gross simplifications of actual
neural dynamics. They are proposed to utilize what connectivity information may be
available through current neuroimaging methods and are not universally applicable.
It would be theoretically useful to be able to estimate a model that is representative
of actual brain function, for instance, being time-varying, involving both local and
interregional neuronal dynamics, combinations of inhibitory and excitatory interac-
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tions, global modulatory effects, and so forth. However, this is implausible given
the present temporal and spatial resolution of methods of functional and anatomi-
cal neuroimaging. The limitations of current connectivity models, while necessary,
warrant care in their application and in the neuroscientific interpretation of results
they produce. Caveats are similar to those mentioned in our overview of functional
connectivity, and sources of bias include the potential incompleteness of the system
description; the effect of non-functional noise processes (e.g. those due to physiologi-
cal processing, acquisition-related artifacts, and data processing); and assumptions of
linearity, stationarity and Gaussianity, among others. These biases may both obscure
evidence of true inter-regional interactions, and create the appearance of erroneous
ones. Nevertheless, promising results have been shown for these methods in the litera-
ture [32, 60, 50, 83], and detailed analysis of the strengths and limitations of different
connectivity models for different imaging modalities is an area of active research [63].
1.4 Contributions
It is of neuroscientific interest to determine which interactions between modeled brain
regions are characteristic under experimental conditions, within the population from
which studied subjects are drawn. Population, or group, inference of this kind has
been a central topic in the localization of protocol-related brain activity based on
functional time series [57, 34, 31, 113]. However, to our knowledge, models for effec-
tive connectivity have been applied only in subject-independent manner. As such,
statistical inference about connectivity is limited to the specific subjects included in
a study. The primary aim of this thesis is the exploration of population inference
about effective connectivity.
We propose a generative, or Random effects (RFX), approach to modeling multi-
subject functional time series, such that the effective connectivity parameters of all
subjects are estimated jointly along with a density describing the variation in those
parameters across the population from which studied subjects were drawn. This en-
tails the use of a strong model of inter-subject variation that enables single-population
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characterization and adaptive regularization across subjects. While such joint esti-
mation of connectivity under SEM, MAR, DCM or other models could be valuable
for neuroimaging studies, we have chosen the MAR process as a starting point for
our investigations. We made this selection primarily because of the generality of the
MAR process and its demonstrated applicability to different neuroimaging modalities
[60, 93, 50].
In this work, we develop the RFX-MAR model which parameterizes the interac-
tions of specified brain regions for each subject using the MAR process, and describes
the variability in those subject-level models by the mean and variance of their MAR
coefficients. We estimate its population- and subject-specific parameters in a Varia-
tional Bayesian (VB) framework, and characterize effective connectivity at the pop-
ulation level by inference on the posterior of the MAR coefficients' means, which we
refer to as the population-level MAR coefficients. Specifically, we compute statistics
related to evidence of non-zero directional influence between each pair of monitored
brain regions under the MAR model, across the sampled population. Structural pa-
rameters of the RFX-MAR model are selected by an approximate maximum evidence
criterion.
In summary, the contributions of this thesis include:
* Motivation of the problem of population/group inference about effective con-
nectivity.
* Development of a random effects model for MAR-based effective connectivity.
* Development of a variational Bayesian framework for estimation and inference
under the proposed models.
* Analysis of inter-subject and variability in effective connectivity based on func-
tion time series collected by means of EEG and fMRI.
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Figure 1-2: (Left) Standard EEG electrode positions and labels as designated by the
American EEG Society (Image Copyright 1990 American Electroencephalographic
Society). (Right) EEG time series from six of these channels in one subject.
1.4.1 A Preview of RFX-MAR Analysis
To provide context for this thesis, we preview its proposed analytic methods by exam-
ple. Specifically, we summarize methods of modeling and inference for EEG recordings
at 64 standard electrode locations (Figure 1-2) on the scalps of 20 subjects during a
picture-matching task. These data and their analysis is described in detail in Section
5.2. To facilitate this streamlined discussion, some of the notation used in this section
differs slightly from that used in the remainder of the document.
Data Preparation
Functional time series are collected under experimental conditions intended to evoke
activity in specific brain systems. The brain regions of these systems may be selected
for connectivity analysis either on the basis of the experimenter's prior knowledge,
or by activity-localization methods. Since the number of parameters for an uncon-
strained connectivity model varies as the square of the number of modeled regions,
these regions must be selected to keep this number small. Otherwise, interactions
may need be constrained so that model complexity conform to the amount of data
available. For unconstrained connectivity analysis of the EEG data, we selected six
anatomically distinct regions that showed high surface energy as indicated by the
neuroscientists who collected them.
The selection of representative time series for these regions of interest (ROI) rep-
resents another important modeling choice. For these analyses, we used 1 second of
data from one EEG channel in each anatomical region. These are plotted for one sub-
ject Figure 1-2. Alternatively, we might have averaged signals from multiple channels,
or extracted multiple time series for each ROI using principle components analysis
(had more channels within each ROI been available for this purpose).
MAR Connectivity Modeling
In this thesis, we use the Multivariate Autoregressive (MAR) process [71] as a model
for effective connectivity. Under this model, the observed measurement of neural
activity in each ROI at the present time is a linear, time-invariant function of the
past observations in all ROIs. Specifically, the observed EEG measurements at time
n are collected into a row vector yn and are modeled as a specialized linear regression
of the p past values of these time series,
yn = v + y_lA(1) + * + Yn-pA(p) + en, n 1,..., (1.1)
where v is an intercept, and en is temporally-white, stationary noise with Gaussian
distribution K(0, A-'). The parameter p is referred to as the model order. The series
of matrices A(l), I = 1, . . . , p, are referred to as the coefficient matrices and param-
eterize all causal relationships between modeled regions of interest. Specifically, the
coefficients Aij(1), . . , Aij(p) parameterize the prediction of region j based on region
i. When this vector is uniformly zero, Aij(l) = 0, I = 1, ... , p, there is no direct causal
relationship between these ROIs. For simplicity of reference, we sometimes collect
all MAR coefficients into a single vector w _ (A(1), . . ., A(p)). Further information
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about the MAR process is given in Section 2.1.
Random Effects MAR Modeling
The purpose of the Random-Effects MAR model (RFX-MAR) is to characterize ef-
fective connectivity in the larger population from which subjects were drawn for the
EEG study. This is accomplished by estimation of the sampling density for the stud-
ied subjects. Specifically, a "population density" is estimated which characterizes the
variation in subject-specific MAR coefficients, since it is these coefficients that param-
eterize inter-regional connectivity under the MAR model. If the observed subjects
and the assumed form of the population density are representative of a broader pop-
ulation, analysis of the population density may enable generalization of connectivity
inference to that population.
Under the RFX-MAR model, the EEG time series collected from each of S - 20
subjects are modeled by a subject-specific MAR process, each with its own set of
MAR coefficients wk, where k - 1,...,S indexes subjects. Each set of subject-
specific MAR coefficients is assumed to be drawn independently from a Gaussian
density with mean w0 and diagonal covariance r-l:
~Wk f (w J; W 0 , r-1) (1.2)
The covariance has a special form such that coefficients are grouped on the basis of the
degree of inter-subject variability they exhibit. This structuring of RFX variability is
motivated by the fact that coefficients vary by different degrees across the population,
possibly related to the fact that coefficients may have vastly different magnitude. As
such, it would be inappropriate to model their inter-subject variance identically with
a single parameter. On the other hand, estimation of a different variance parameter
for each coefficient limits estimation power. A compromise between these extremes
involves the estimation of relatively few variance parameters, each associated with
a disjoint subset of all coefficients. The specific association of coefficients into RFX
variability groups, and the number of groups, is a modeling choice that is formalized
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as follows:
group(i) - the RFX group of [Wk]i [Q'h]ij -6ij6(grup,(i) = h) (13)
vh -= Zi1 6(group(i) = h) r -= 1YhQ-h
These definitions amount to the placement of inter-subject variance ah 1 on the diag-
onal of covariance matrix r-1 at the index of coefficient [Wk] i when that index i is
associated with RFX variance group h.
The posterior of the population mean w0 is the ultimate target of population infer-
ence about MAR-based connectivity. These parameters, to which we will refer as the
"population coefficients", characterize which predictive relationships are non-zero on
average across the population from which studied subjects were drawn. Specifically,
population inference will proceed by quantification of the posterior implausibility
that the population coefficients associated with an inter-regional interaction i j
are uniformly non-zero, i.e. A°j(1) - 0, = 1,..., p.
The RFX-MAR and other related models are developed in detail in Chapter 3.
Population Inference
In this thesis, we propose a Bayesian framework for estimation and inference under
the RFX-MAR model by specifying noninformative priors for all variance parameters.
As such, inference about model parameters will proceed based on their posterior dis-
tribution, which characterizes uncertainty in these parameters after having observed
the data. An advantage of working in a Bayesian framework is that the likelihood
(a.k.a. the "evidence") of different models of the data can be evaluated by integration
over unknown parameters, and used as an objective criterion for model selection. For
the RFX-MAR model, the MAR model order p and the RFX variability structuring
are two modeling choices that may be selected on this basis by search over different
settings.
For the proposed model, the posterior of real-valued parameters and the likelihood
of different models cannot be computed in closed-form. In this work, we approximate
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Figure 1-3: (Left) The posterior of the population-level coefficients for each inter-
regional interaction plotted as marginal posterior confidence intervals, arranged in
the form of a connectivity-matrix. The background of subplot (i, j) is colored black
when the absence of interaction i -- j is implausible. (Right) The corresponding
effective connectivity graph, in which within-channel interactions were omitted for
clarity.
these quantities using the Variational Bayesian (VB) framework. The VB framework
is described generally in Section 2.3, and the VB algorithm for the RFX-MAR model
is developed in Chapter 4.
For the EEG data, we search over different settings of structural model parameters
in a heuristic manner, and find, for example, that model order p = 5 has maximum
approximate likelihood/evidence. Population inference then proceeds based on the
posterior of the population coefficients wo given these maximum-likelihood structural
parameters. In the VB framework, it happens that this posterior has a Gaussian
form Af(W0o, (00)), with mean 0O and covariance i•(O). We can display these suffi-
cient statistics in the form of a connectivity matrix as shown in on the left side of
Figure 1-3. In this representation, the posterior of population-level coefficients asso-
ciated with inter-regional interaction i -- j is shown in subplot (i, j). Specifically,
these coefficients are the elements of wo that are denoted A9 (1),..., A (p). For each
coefficient of each interaction, a marginal posterior confidence interval is shown as a
vertical bar that represents both the posterior mean and variance of that coefficient.
The bar is centered at the posterior mean, and its height shows an interval that con-
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tains, say, 99% of the posterior probability about that mean. Therefore, a taller bar
indicates greater marginal posterior uncertainty for a population coefficient. Note
that each subplot in Figure 1-3 contains five posterior confidence bars. This corre-
sponds to the selected MAR model order of p = 5. The marginal posterior confidence
intervals are shown for the coefficients in each subplot in order of increasing lag, from
left to right.
By inspection of the plotted posterior confidence intervals relative to the zero-axis,
we can get a sense of whether an interaction between ROIs is plausibly non-zero a
posteriori. When all bars for a given predictive relationship i - j intersect the zero-
axis we may decide that we cannot rule out the possibility that such a relationship
does not exist. One such interaction is P4--F6, whose coefficients are shown in
subplot (5, 2). We can formalize this intuitive analysis by computation of a statistic
based on the posterior of w0 which quantifies the posterior implausibility that its
associated population coefficients are uniformly zero. In particular, the connectivity
statistic for interaction i -+ j is a function of the Mahalanobis distance from the
posterior mean of its associated coefficients (A°(1),...,(p)) to the zero vector,0
,...,), Aij(P)) to the zero vector,
under the posterior distribution. Detailed development of these statistics is given in
Section 4.5.1.
By thresholding these connectivity statistics, we can report the results of our con-
nectivity analysis in two ways. First, we can color black the background of subplot
(i, j) in the connectivity matrix shown in Figure 1-3 when that interaction is im-
plausibly zero. Furthermore, we can draw effective connectivity graphs as shown on
the right side of Figure 1-3, where displayed arrows correspond to the interactions
highlighted in the connectivity matrix. For instance, the arrow from channel T7
to channel F5 indicates that T7 is predictive of F5 on average across the sampling
population. The posterior of population coefficients for this interaction are shown in
subplot (3,1) of the connectivity matrix representation. By close inspection of this
subplot, we can find one or more posterior confidence bars which do not intersect the
zero-axis. On the other hand, no arrow is shown from channel P4 to channel F5 in
the connectivity graph, since the posterior mean of the coefficients for this interac-
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tion was not remote enough fromn the origin (in the Mahalanobis sense) to warrant its
inclusion in the connectivity graph at the selected threshold. The posterior of those
coefficients is represented in subplot (5, 1).
In a Bayesian framework, the described posterior analysis is sufficient for the
purpose of connectivity inference. However, since we are thresholding statistics to
test for interactions between ROIs, questions inevitably arise about the specificity
of this inference. To address these questions, we estimate this specificity by means
of permutation approximations to the null distribution of connectivity statistics, i.e.
the distribution that arises by assuming an interaction is zero at the population level.
This method is detailed in Section 4.5.2.
1.5 Thesis Overview
In the next chapter, we review background material of central importance to the
thesis. This includes information about the multivariate autoregressive (MAR) pro-
cess, random effects (RFX) analysis, and the variational Bayesian (VB) method for
posterior estimation and maximum evidence model selection.
Chapter 3 details three models we have proposed for the purpose of MAR mod-
eling of multi-subject neurological time series. They are the RFX-MAR, FFX-MAR
and IFX-MAR models which represent random effects, subject-identical and subject-
independent MAR modeling, respectively. We estimate these models in a Bayesian
framework, so this description also includes motivation for and specification of all
priors employed.
Chapter 4 discusses aspects of Bayesian inference for the multi-subject MAR mod-
els defined in Chapter 3. In it, we describe a specialized version of the VB algorithm
for estimation of the posterior on all real-valued model parameters. We also dis-
cuss a method for selection of structural parameters in an approximate maximum
evidence framework, using the VB model selection criterion. Finally, we show an
approach to connectivity inference at the population and subject levels based on the
estimated posterior of population- and subject-level MAR model coefficients. Per-
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mutation methods are also proposed to estimate the significance of this connectivity
inference.
Chapter 5 describes experiments conducted using the RFX-MAR, FFX-MAR and
IFX-MAR models. We begin with a validation section which details performance of
our methods based on synthetically-generated data for which the underlying model
is known. We also show results of our connectivity analysis on a variety of functional
time series, including:
* EEG time series collected in an event-related protocol. We use the relatively
large number of subjects contained in this study to investigate the reproducibil-
ity of our methods.
* fMRI time series collected during a language task from multiple subjects. We
show evidence of lateralization in connectivity patterns, and provide detailed
discussion pertaining the effective connectivity analysis using fMRI time series
in general.
Finally, Chapter 6 offers concluding remarks and directions of further research.
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Chapter 2
Technical Background
In this chapter we discuss technical concepts and background central to the thesis.
These include the MAR process, population inference, and variational Bayesian esti-
Imation.
2.1 The Multivariate Autoregressive Process
The Multivariate Autoregressive (MAR) process models the temporal dynamics of
multivariate systems causally and without hidden state variables, such that multi-
variate measurements at the present time are a linear function of measurements in
the past. This kind of parametric process has been used to identify the linear, time-
invariant (LTI) system dynamics and spectra of multichannel time-series data in a
mnumber of contexts, including economics and neuroimaging [71, (60, 93, 50]. I neu-
roimaging, the MAR process has been used to model and test effective connectivity
based on neurological data collected by fMRI, EEG and direct electrical recording.
Since the MAR process is strictly causal, it can model directional influence between
channels, and elucidate causal chains and loops.
This section contains background information about the MAR process relevant
to this thesis. For a thorough classical treatment of the MAR process, we direct
the reader to the text [71]. The text [70] presents the MAR model set in the larger
context of system identification. Note that the MAR process is also known by the
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abbreviations VAR and MVAR.
2.1.1 Definitions
The real-valued, d-dimensional sample y E Rd of a MAR(p) process at time n is a
linear combination of the past p samples, a fixed intercept v, and temporally-white,
stationary noise en c ad distributed as F(0, A- ') [71, 93].
Yn = v + Alyn-l +.- -+ Apyn-p + en, n = ... , 0,1, 2,... (2.1)
The parameter p is referred to as the model order. The series of matrices Ai E
jdxd, i = 1, . . , p are referred to as the coefficient matrices and comprise d2p MAR
coefficients.
2.1.2 MAR(1) Representation
Any MAR(p) process with p > 1 can be represented as a MAR(1) process by the
transformation [71, 88],
Yn
Yn-1
Yn-p+l
E Rdp V =
v
0
0
E dp en 
en
0
0
e Rdp
(2.2)
A= [ Al .- Ap_1 A]
Id(p-i) 0
E dpxdp
where n E Rd is sample from a MAR(p) process, n E
equivalent MAR(1) process, and Id(p-1) is the d(p- 1) x
This transformation allows us to apply the properties of
MAR process of arbitrary order.
Rdp is a sample from the
d(p- 1) identity matrix.
the MAR(1) process to a
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2.1.3 Stability, Stationarity and Spectrum
This section is adapted, in part, from the text [71]. By recursive substitution using
Equation 2.11, and denoting the multiplication of i copies of A1 as A', a MAR(1)
process can be written in moving-average (MA) form,
i j-1yn - (I + E A')v +Alyj + E- Ae i
i=O i=O
j-o (id -Al)-lv + E e-i (2.3)
i=O
if either of the following equivalent conditions holds:
(a) IAi < for all eigenvalues Ai, i = 1, . . , d of A1 (2.4)
(b) Id-A1q[ z 0 for q < 1 (2.5)
A MAR(1) process which satisfies these conditions is called stable, and has Ai - 0
as j - oo. The mean and autocovariance of a stable MAR(1) process are
Y - {y } = (Id- Al)- (2.6)
Oy(m) - {(yn- £{)(ym - -t)'} = E A7+A--1Al' (2.7)
i=O
Therefore a stable MAR(1) process is also stationary.
To investigate the effect that one variable has on another in the context of the
whole system, one may inspect the impulse response of the system whose input is
en, and whose output is Yn. The response evoked in variable i due to a unit change
in variable j at n = 0 is the (i, j)th element of the matrix hn = Anun, where u is
the discrete unit step function. This can be seen by setting e = uj6(n) in the MA
representation (Equation 2.3), where uj is the jth coordinate vector in Rd (or simply
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by interpreting that equation as a convolution):
00
n-H A EAl-i = (h * e)n (2.8)
i=O
The directed transfer function H(z) is defined as the (component-wise) z-transform
of the impulse response h and characterizes the spectral characteristics of the di-
rected interaction between variables in a MAR(1) system [60]. By eigendecomposition
of Al, the z-transform converges for zl > maxi Ai, and thus is defined on the unit
circle z ej27rf precisely when the corresponding MAR(1) system is stable:
H(z) = (Id- Alz-1) -1 (2.9)
The (cross-)spectrum Sy(z) of a MAR(1) process is the z-transform of the autoco-
variance function 4by(m). Since its formula (Equation 2.7) can be viewed (component-
wise) as a convolution, we get
Sy(z) = Z{qy(m)} - H(z)A-1H(z)' (2.10)
Autoregressive Spectral Estimation is performed by estimating the parameters of
a MAR process for a sample of a multivariate random process, and then computing
its spectrum at frequency f by setting z - ej 2, f [61, 105].
Using the equivalent of the MAR(1) representation for a MAR(p) process (Section
2.1.2), it is straightforward to show equivalent properties for MAR(p) process. In
particular, a MAR(p) process is stable iff either of the following equivalent properties
hold:
(a) AiI < 1 for all eigenvalues A, i - 1, .. , d of A (2.11)
(b) #id-Alq- .ApqPl 0 for ql < 1 (2.12)
The impulse response for a stable MAR(p) process can be written h = JAnJ' by
defining J = [Id (lp_ ( Od)], and noting that yn = JYn, e Jen, and e J'Je.P~~~~~~ 
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Y - JL = J(Y" - ) = 'JAiJ'Jen1 -JAlJ'en-l (2.13)
i=O i=O
Similarly, its directed transfer function and spectrum are
H(z) = (Id-A- - Apz-P) - 1 (2.14)
Sy(z) H(z)A-'H(z)' (2.15)
and its mean and autocovariance are
u = J(Id-Al)-'J'v (2.16)
00
y (m) ZEhm±iA-1 h' (2.17)
i=O
2.1.4 Likelihood Function
Though it was convenient to treat the MAR process as defined for all time, only a
finite sample will be available to estimate unknown MAR parameters for real data.
In this section, we present a finite-sample likelihood function for the MAR process for
the purpose of such estimation. Note that we change notation slightly to write this
function in standard regression form and to disambiguate indexing over time with
that over subject for the purpose of multi-subject MAR modeling in Chapter 3.
We rewrite the zero-mean MAR(p) process for discrete time samples n = 1, .. , N,
~~P ~ ~ ~  ~ ~~[A(1)
Yn. = jY(n-l). A(l) + En. [Y(n-1). I Y(-p). +E. (2.18)
1=1[
I=n LA(p) 
wW
where Y.. c jd is a sample from d channels at time n arranged in a row vector;
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A(l) E Rdxd, = 1,.. .,p, is a series of matrices comprising the coefficients of the
MAR model; and En . E Rd is temporally-white, stationary noise with distribution
A/(0, A- 1 ). We replace a matrix or sequence index with a large dot to refer collec-
tively to elements corresponding to all values of that index. The coefficient matrix
A(l) is the transpose of Al defined in Equation 2.1, and the sequence of these matrices
is combined into a single coefficient matrix W. The past p multivariate samples at
time n are collected into a single row vector Xn..
Stacking these equation for every sample n = 1, . . , N, we get a matrix regression:
Y=XW+E (2.19)
We denote the p coefficients which parameterize the direct influence that channel
i has on channel j as Aij(.) E RP, and refer to this as the Direct Influence Function
(DIF) from channel i to j. When the purpose of MAR-based effective connectivity
analysis is inference about the presence of non-zero interactions between channels, the
relevant tests are of whether the DIF for each pair of channels is non-zero Aij(.) 7 0.
The covariance A -1 E Rdxd characterizes an instantaneous interaction between each
pair of channels, or the common influence on pairs of channels by some exogenous
influence.
Since each row of Y is independent and identically distributed (D), the likelihood
function for MAR models can be written as follows.
N
p(Y I W,A) = A(Yn.; Xn-.W, A-')
n=1
1 N(2) rNd/2 AIN/ exp - 2 (Yn. -Xn.W)A(Yn. -XnW)} (2.20)
n=l
(2,r) J/2A / exp {- tr(A(Y - XW)'(Y - XW)) }
To highlight that this is a specialized linear regression model, we will henceforth
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use its vectorized form,
p(y I w,A) A(y; (Id X)w, A-1 ® IN) (2.21)
where we define y vec(Y) E RNd, w vec(W) E RM. We accomplished this by
vectorizing Equation 2.19 using the identity in Equation B. 11, and by computing the
covariance of vec(E) as follows, where (Z)ij denotes the (i, j)th jNXN block of an
arbitrary matrix Z:
(cov(vec(E)))i j - {E.iE'.j} [A-1]ijIN E NxN (2.22)(2.22)
cov(vec(E)) -= A-1 IN
2.1.5 Generalizations
Neuroimaging experiments are commonly associated with time-varying stimuli or
tasks. Or, it may be known that recorded time-series are influenced by a noise
process which is not temporally white. For example, low-frequency baseline shifts
are common in fMRI data. Encodings of such exogenous influences can be added
as additional columns U C Rrxd in regression matrix X of Equation 2.18 without
affecting analysis, except to change the number of coefficients d2p- + dr in W.
X. - [Y( -l. .. n) (n-p). Un.] (2.23)
These additional regressors account for bias in the noise process, and do not
influence system dynamics per se, which remain time-invariant as parameterized by
A(*). This kind of specialized model is referred to as a multiariate ARX model,
where the "X" stands for "exogenous" [70].
It may be of interest to model nonlinear coupling between regions of interest.
This can be approximated in the MAR framework by adding new variables which
are nonlinear functions of data from other variables. For instance, bilinear influences
can be modeled by adding a channel whose time-series is composed of the product of
two other channels. Thus, the correlation between two brain regions may influence a
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third, or vice-versa [50].
Lastly, it need not be the case that the regressors for each channel are identical,
as presented above (Equation 2.19). For instance, some of the coefficients governing
the interaction between two channels might be set to zero a priori, a higher model
order might be required for some interactions, or different exogenous influences may
be specified for different channels. If this is the case, Equation 2.21 takes a slightly
different form, in which Xi contains the regressors for channel i:
p(y w, A) A J(y; diag(X1, ... , Xd)w, A-' 0 IN) (2.24)
2.1.6 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
In this section, we derive the ML estimates for the parameters of the MAR pro-
cess, whose likelihood is given in Equation 2.20. While the ML framework often
has been used for MAR estimation [60], its utility is limited by the large amount of
data required to fit these (d2) parameters reliably. A Variational Bayesian frame-
work for MAR estimation has been proposed which relieves this data requirement to
some degree, by means of a prior that regularizes coefficient magnitudes, preventing
overfitting [93].
The log-likelihood L of a MAR process follows directly from Equation 2.20,
Nd N L --- log27r + -log A - tr (AZ'Z) (2.25)2 22
where we define Z Y - XW. We can write the first differential in a useful form
by defining A = C'C, with C arbitrary, to constrain A to be symmetric and positive
definite, and by using facts of matrix calculus in Appendices B.4 and B.5.
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1 I2
- _AJ tr (A 1 dA) -1 tr dAZ'Z)
2A A t r 2 i
- tr(A(dZ')Z)
-2t - tr(AZ'dZ)-2tr
1
2
tr( (NA- '
tr((A
2 5( (NA-'
- Z'Z) dA)- tr(AZ'dZ)
-Z'Z) dA)- tr(AZ'XdW)
Thus we have the following first-order optimality conditions, which hold when Z'Z is
invertible,
0 :-= A(Y-XW)'X
w -= vec(X+Y)
o = (NX-1 - 2'2)
k =(2/2/N)-1A = I//
where Z = Y- XW. Since the second differential is negative given the first-order
conditions. Equation 2.27 gives the maximum likelihood solutions.
d2L
d2 LMLt
1
2
tr( (NA-' - Z'Z) d2A + (NdA - d(Z'Z)) dA)
- tr((dA)Z'dZ + A(dZ)'dZ - AZ'Xd2W)
2
= tr (-2 A-1(dA)A-ldA - 2(dW)'X'ZdA - dZ'C'CdZ)
= -tr ( (A-'dA)'*-ldA + dZ'C'CdZ)
(2.28)
(2.29)
< 0
Equation 2.29 follows from the second differential (Equation 2.28) by applying the
first-order conditions. The final inequality follows from the fact that the argument of
the trace in Equation 2.29 is positive definite.
The covariance of the ML coefficient estimator is derived by using the vectorized
covariance cov(vec(Y)) = A- 1 0 IN derived in Equation 2.22, and the identities in
Equations B.11 and B.8.
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dL
(2.26)
(2.27)
= (Id X+)cov(vec(Y))(Id X+)'
(2.30)
The ML coefficient estimator is unbiased.
{-} - vec(X+XW) = w (2.31)
It can be shown that the ML estimator for the covariance is biased,
{ - }: £{Y'(I- XX+)Y/N}
= &{(XW + E)'(I- XX+)(XW + E)}/N
= £{E'(I-XX+)E}/N
- N- dpA-1
N
by noting that P = (I - XX + ) is a projection matrix, so that P - p = p 2 and
(I- XX + )XW = 0, and by treating the above expression component-wise,
N
E[lI-XX+]klC{EkiEij}
k,l=l
N
= E [I- XX+]kklk[A-1 ]ij
k,l=l
[A-l]iTr(I- XX+ )
= [A-l]ij(N - dp)
assuming that the coefficients are overdetermined by the data and there is no collinear-
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cov(~)
= A-' (& X+ (X+)'
[Sf E' - XX+)EI],j
ity in X.1 Therefore, an unbiased estimate of the covariance A- is
A- = Y'(I - XX+)Y/(N - dp)
2.2 Random-Effects Population Inference
The objective of population inference is to make general statistical statements about
the greater population from which a sample of subjects were drawn. To do so, subjects
within a study must be modeled as random samples from that greater population,
and the density of relevant subject-specific parameters across that population must
be estimated accordingly. Statistical inference about the population can then be con-
ducted based on statistics computed from that density. In general, subject-specific
parameters are related to data collected from each subject in a non-deterministic
manner. Therefore, the model for such data must distinguish two sources of vari-
ability: the intra-subject variability due to model error at the subject level, and the
inter-subject variability across the greater population. This is naturally accomplished
by means of a two-level hierarchical, or Random Effects (RFX), model [7], at the top
level of which is the population distribution from which subject-specific parameters
are drawn, and at the lowest level is the density from which subject-specific data is
1Under these conditions, X c RNxdp has full column rank, so that:
Tr(I - XX+ ) = rank(I - XX+ ) -= N - rank(X) = - dp
This follows from the fact that a projection matrix P can only have rank(P) non-zero eigenvalues
which must each be equal to unity, since no scaling can occur. Furthermore, the trace of a symmetric
matrix P is equal to the sum of it's eigenvalues, which can be seen through the eigendecomposition
P = QDQ', where Q is orthogonal and D is diagonal:
Tr(P) Tr(QDQ') = Tr(DQ'Q)= Tr(DI) =Tr(D)
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drawn. For instance, a two-level, linear RFX model can be written as [34]:
y - X( 1)(1) + e(1)
Y - ~XM~2~~OM~ ± 52)(2.32)
0(1) - X(2)0(2) + e(2)
where y'- [y' ..- y] is a concatenation of data observed from S subjects; X(1) and
0(1) are the subject-level design matrix and model parameters, respectively; and X(2)
and 0(2) are the population design matrix and parameters, respectively. The first-level
error c(1) represents the subject-level modeling error, and the second-level error e(2)
models the variation across the greater population of subjects. These errors e) are
regularly assumed to be Gaussian K(0, C()) and mutually independent. Population
inference is conducted on estimates of the posterior density of the parameters 0(2)
which represent structure common to the population.
This RFX structure is quite general, and certain specializations of it are common
for the purpose of population inference. For instance, under a separable model, data
from each subject is taken as conditionally-independent given their respective model
parameters, and the population model is parameterized by the mean of the subject-
specific parameters. Accordingly, the first-level design matrix and covariance are
defined as block diagonal X(1) =_ diag(X(l),. . . ,X( )) and C (1) - diag(CM),, C. . ., )),
and the second-level design matrix X(2) =_ s I simply duplicates the population
mean S times, so 0(1) - [0(1). O(sl)' ] is the concatenation of the subject-specific
model parameters. This specialization can be written concisely as follows, for subjects
k : 1,...,S:
-( (1)0(1)C l)
Yk A/'(Xk k Ck) (2.33)
0(1) c (0(2) C(2))
It is also typical that a single covariance parameterizes the inter-subject variability
of all parameters, i.e. C(2) = 2I, and that the design be balanced, that is, the design
matrix and error variance are identical for all subjects, X(') X(1) and C) = C(1)
for all subjects i,j.
The terminology "random effect" comes from classical statistical regression to
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distinguish the parameters, such as 0(1), which are random variables or "effects" in
the above model, from those which are considered "fixed but unknown" and hence
referred to as "fixed effects". For instance, in a single-level version of Equation 2.32
(where the prior on 0(1) is uniform), 0(1) would be considered a fixed effect. A Mixed
Effects model includes both fixed and random effects. This would be the case, for
instance, if the prior on some subset of 0(1) were flat. Of course, the distinction
between random and fixed effects disappears in a Bayesian framework, where all
unknown parameters are considered random variables, even if their priors are flat
and their posterior approximated by a delta function.
Numerous methods have been proposed for estimation of general RFX models
which may have an arbitrary number of levels to model different sources of variability
in measured data. A thorough overview of general, linear hierarchical models, and
associated ML and restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimation methods, is
given in the text [79]. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) method and a Bayesian
method using non-informative priors are shown in [7]. An EM algorithm for ML
estimation of variance parameters is specialized to the neuroimaging context in [34].
A practical guide to hierarchical modeling is given in the text [115].
2.2.1 Fixed and Independent Effects Analysis
It is instructive to consider the most common case of a separable model with spherical
population covariance C(2) - 2I, so that each model parameter varies across the
population independently of the others, but with the same variance or2. An estimation
method will find the posterior mode of a2 to be somewhere between 0 and o, which
values correspond to the extreme cases where all subjects follow the same model,
and where subjects share no common model structure, respectively. Accordingly, the
degree to which an estimator will regularize model coefficients 0(l) will vary between
setting them all to the same value 0(1) -= 0(2) Vk, to setting them independently of
each other.
This highlights the potential advantage of RFX analysis over alternative models of
data collected from multiple subjects. One alternative is Fixed Effects (FFX) analysis
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in which a one-level model is used to fit a single set of coefficients to the data from all
subjects (i) = 0(2). Another alternative is subject-independent modeling, by which
the coefficients for each subject are fit independently. For brevity, we will refer to this
as Independent Effects (IFX) analysis.2 These alternatives represent strong priors on
c2 which may lead to modeling bias or inefficiency. In particular, FFX analysis sets
o> -0, and IFX analysis fixes ' = oc, so that the second level of the model reduces
as follows:
RFX: a2 r.v. = p (1)) - (); 0(2) 2I)
FFX: a2 = 0 => p (01)) 6 (0(1) - 0(2)) (2.34)
IFX: a 2 00 = p ((1)) Uniform(-oo, oc)
If there is, in fact, no variation among the true model parameters across the
subjects, then the FFX model is appropriate and parsimonious. However, if this is not
the case, then the model will be overly simplistic, leading to inferential overconfidence.
FFX analysis of multi-subject data is generally used when the number of subjects is
too small to estimate a population density, and/or when inference will be limited to
the specific subjects of a study.
At the other extreme, IFX analysis may be appropriate when variation among sub-
jects is expected to be heavy-tailed or multi-modal, so that a Gaussian prior might
be inappropriate, or so that estimation could be simplified by decoupling the subject-
specific models. However, since the population density is assumed to be flat a priori,
population inference cannot proceed unless the IFX posterior of subject-specific pa-
rameters (or their point estimates) are used as priors in post hoc estimation of the
second-level population density. This approach can have utility for (in)validating the
use of a Gaussian population density for RFX analysis, by using the IFX posterior of
subject-specific parameters from a large number of subjects in an algorithm for non-
parametric density estimation. Nevertheless, since subject-specific models are not
2 Note that independent estimation of parameters for each subject is conducted with a single-
level model, so that these subject-specific parameters are technically fixed effects. We introduce
the terminology "IFX analysis" to distinguish subject-independent modeling from subject-identical
modeling, which is commonly referred to as FFX analysis in the neuroimaging literature [57].
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fit jointly with IFX analysis, regularization across subjects cannot help to elucidate
more subtle effects (at both the population and subject levels) that are hidden due
to a possible paucity of subject-specific data.
2.3 The Variational Bayesian Framework
In the Bayesian statistical framework, all unknown model parameters are considered
random variables with prior distributions representing the state of uncertainty about
parameter values before data is observed [5, 111]. A Bayesian model of observed
data D is specified by the likelihood function p(D 0) and the prior distribution p(O)
on model parameters 0. Bayes rule yields the two other distributions relevant to
inference, the posterior distribution and the evidence.
Likelihood Prior
(0 D)- p(D 0) p(0) (2.35)
D) v- -p(D)
Posterior
Evidence
All inference about 0 is based on analysis of the posterior distribution, which
represents the state of uncertainty about the parameters after having observed the
data D. The evidence is also referred to as the marginal likelihood, and is used for
model comparison [5, 74], as discussed in Section 2.3.3.
For most models, the posterior and evidence cannot be written in closed form, nor
computed exactly, without great computational expense. A variety of approaches to
posterior approximation have been developed, including sampling methods, Laplace 's
method, and variational methods [5]. Sampling methods include Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) and importance sampling, and approximate posterior expectations by
sampling from the posterior. Laplace's method uses a Taylor expansion to approx-
imate the posterior as a Gaussian centered at the posterior mode, with covariance
equal to the Hessian of the log posterior at the mode [73]. Variational methods ap-
proximate the posterior by maximizing a similarity function between the approximate
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and true posterior, and generally require some simplifying assumption to be made,
i.e. that groups of parameters are a posteriori independent and/or that the posterior
has some known parametric form.
2.3.1 Variational Posterior Approximation
The Variational Bayesian (VB) framework for posterior approximation was introduced
by Hinton and Van Camp [52] and has been described repeatedly in the literature, for
example [59, 93, 4], from which this section is derived in part. The VB framework is
also referred to Ensemble Learning [64]. In this section, we summarize salient features
of the algorithm and its variants.
The VB algorithm produces an approximation to the true posterior q(O) =_ (0 D)
by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence D(q(O) 11 p(O D)). Equivalently,
this approximation can be generated by maximizing the following similarity measure
F, which is called the negative variational free energy.
F Jq(6) log q(O D) dO = logp(D)- D(q(O) p(O D)) < logp(D) (2.36)
q(O)
Since the above KL divergence achieves its minimum iff q(O) = p( I D), F is a lower
bound on the log evidence which is tight when the posterior approximation is exact.
However, this optimization generally cannot proceed without making some simplifying
assumption about the form of the posterior. Often it is sufficient to assume that the
posterior factorizes such that groups of parameters are independent a posteriori.
q(0) - I q(0i) (2.37)
i
Here, Oi denotes the ith disjoint subset of the model parameters 0. With this as-
sumption, maximization of F may proceed by functional coordinate ascent, whereby
each parameter subset's marginal posterior approximation q(Oi) is updated sequen-
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tially, while holding the posterior of the remaining parameters q(O\i) at its current
approximate value, until convergence to a fixed-point of F.
Repeat:
For each parameter subset i:
q(Oi) - arg max F(q(Oi), q(O\i))
q(Oi)
Until convergence
An update step that is derived without making any additional assumptions is referred
to as free-form VB update step. Such variational optimization may be performed in
closed-form by using the fact that the KL divergence achieves its minimum if and
only if its argument densities are equal:
q(Oi) t- arg max F(q(Oi), q(O\i))
q(Oi)
arg min q(Oi) J q(O\i) log q (O )q( O\ i) dO\ dOi
q(Oi) p(D, 0) dJ doi
arg min q(Oi) logq(Oi) - q(O\i) logp(D, 0)dO\i] dOiq i  __
-I(Oi )
-= arg min D(q(0i) Z exp{I(0)})
q(Oi)
z- 1 exp{I(0/)} (2.38)
In the above steps, we implicitly added expressions constant with respect to Oi,
collapsing them into the log normalizing constant log Z -log f exp{I(0i)}dOi. We
can simplify the derivation of specific update steps by further removing additive
constants from logp(D,0) in the above derivation, to write I(Oi) in terms of the
parents pa(0i) and children ch(Oi) of Oi in a directed graphical representation of
the conditional dependence of parameters and data under the model (see [25] for an
introduction to this representation). We give this simplification here, using q(O\i) to
denote an expectation under the density q(O\).
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I(0j) = Eq(eg\,) log (Oi pa(Oi)) 11 p(S pa(S))) (2.39)
sceh(oi)
When Equation 2.39 yields a function exp{I(0i)} proportional to some parametric
distribution, the functional optimization step reduces to a closed-form of its sufficient
statistics. This is case for all update steps derived for the RFX-MAR model in
Chapter 4.
For some models, it may be necessary to impose additional constraints on the form
of the posterior to derive analytical update rules. A fixed-form VB update step is one
which follows from the additional assumption that a posterior factor has a particular
parametric form, with sufficient statistics /i.
q(0)- f(Oi; ri) (2.40)
The coordinate ascent step for q(Oi) then reduces to an update of the sufficient statis-
tics li:
ri - arg max F(f(Oi; /i), q(O\i)) (2.41)
r/i
Depending on the form of the model, free-form updates may be used for some
parameter subsets, and fixed-form for others. The optimization of sufficient statistics
for a parameter group may proceed closed-form or by some numerical method such
as a sampling approach.
2.3.2 The Expectation Maximization Algorithm
A special case of the fixed-form VB algorithm demonstrates a connection between the
VB algorithm and the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [21] for model esti-
mation in the Parametric Empirical Bayesian (PEB) framework [5, 34]. In the PEB
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framework, top-level parameters A (termed hyperparameters) are estimated using a
maximum likelihood (ML) or maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) criterion,
and the conditional posterior for the remaining parameters x (termed latent or hid-
den variables.) is estimated for the purpose of inference. The ML/MAP criterion for
estimation of A can be placed in the VB framework by assuming the posterior of A
is delta-distributed. This assumption typically follows from (1) the belief that the
posterior of hyperparameters is truly peaked, (2) the philosophy of classical inference
that certain parameters are non-random with some fixed, true value, and/or (3) the
desire to simplify estimation of parameters which will not be the target of Bayesian
inference.
These estimation criterion can be set in the VB framework by assuming that the
posterior of the model parameters = (x, A) factorizes over these groups, and that
the posterior for the hyperparameters has a delta-distribution.
q(x, A) q(x) q(A) q(A) _ (A - A) (2.42)
The VB coordinate ascent algorithm proceeds by alternately updating the poste-
rior of q(x) and the ML/MAP estimate of A. The update cycle is indexed by t.
Repeat:
q(t)(x) -- arg max F(q(x), (t1))
q(x)
(t) ~_ arg max F(q(t)(x), )
t -- t + 1
Until convergence
By expanding the update step for X(t) as we do below, it is clear that this specialization
of the VB framework is precisely the EM algorithm [21]. In the final line, we rewrite
q(t) in a more explicit form P(x I D, (t-1)) which makes it clear that the estimated
posterior of parameters x is based on the estimate of A from the last update cycle.
As shown explicitly in the penultimate line below, the M-step finds the mode of
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the estimated posterior q(A) o exp{I(A)} that would have been produced by the
corresponding free-form VB update step.
X(t) *- arg max F (q(t) (), )
- arg max p(D) - D (q(t) (x)(A- A) p(x, A D))
arg max H(t (x) + H(A) + q(t)(x) 6(A - ) logp(x, A D) dA dx
arg max Jq(t) (x) log p(x, A D) dx arg max I(A)
arg max JP(x D, (t))logp(x A,D)dx (2.43)
M-step _Q(, I (t-)), E-step
Above, we used the fact that the entropy of independent random variables is the
sum of their marginal entropies. Furthermore, we noted that the entropy of a delta-
distributed random variable is infinite H(A) =-oc and is therefore constant with
respect to the posterior mode A. Though it is not necessary to do so, we also applied
the assumption that the prior p(A) is fat, as is usually done implicitly in applications
of the EM algorithm.
It is important to be aware of the effect of assuming a delta-distributed posterior
for some or all parameters. This assumption ignores uncertainty in their ML/MAP
estimate, and may lead to inferential bias and overconfidence if the posterior is not
truly peaked. In the context of the EM algorithm, this bias in hyperparameter A
estimation may affect inference on the other parameters x, including those associated
with model structure (Section 2.3.3).
2.3.3 Variational Model Comparison
The Bayesian statistical framework naturally handles the situation where the model
itself is unknown [74]. The posterior of model structure can be estimated by param-
eterizing the likelihood and prior by the discrete model structure parameter M:
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p(0, lI D) - p(D 0, M)p(0, M) (2.44)
p(D)
Inference on parameters 0 is then based on their marginal posterior. Since this
marginalizatiorn is equivalent to a weighted averaging of the posterior under each
model p(0 I D, Al), inference of this kind is referred to as Bayesian Model Averaging
[54]:
p(0 D) = Ep(0 D, M)p(MI D) (2.45)
M
Because it is impractical to average over all possible models of data D, one may
assume that the posterior probability p(M D) is significantly non-zero for only a
few models. Bayesian model selection, or second-level inference, [74] refers to the
assumption that the MAP model has unit posterior probability:
MA= arg max p(M D) (2.46)
M
p(O D) Z p(0 D, M)(5(M, Al) = p(0 D, Al) (2.47)
M
Since the optimized negative variational free energy F*(M) < p(D M) yielded by the
VB algorithm is a lower bound on the evidence for the given model structure M, VB
optimization for each of a number of model structures can be used to approximate
the posterior model structure p(MID) oc p(D[M)p(M) for the purpose of model
averaging.
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q(O, M) = arg max F(q(0, M))
q(O,M)
q(O M), q(M) = argmax qM(OM)logp(DOM) logP(M)
q(O IM), q(M) q(O[IM) d lgq(M)]
-F(M)
q(M) arg max E q(M) [max TF(M) + log (M)
q(M) M Lq(OlM) q(M)J
arg min D(q(M) Z - 1 exp{F*(M)} p(M))
q(M)
exp{F*(M)} p(M) Zexp{F*(M')} p(M') (2.48)
M'
The further assumption that the model posterior has one value q(M) =_ (M, AM)
yields the Variational Bayesian Model Selection Criterion which is naturally based
on the VB evidence approximation F*(M):
M arg max exp {F*(M) I p(M) (2.49)
q(O) q(O I Al) (2.50)
The fact that F can be decomposed into two terms, the first rewarding data-fidelity
and the second penalizing model complexity, suggests that the negative variational
free energy is an appropriate metric for model comparison [93].
F = q(O)logp(O ) dO=q(){logp(DO)} - D(q(O) p(O)) (2.51)
q(O) "I· .
data fidelity model complexity
The first term is the average log-likelihood, which is larger for models that better
fit the data. The second term integrates over model parameters and thus increases
to penalize models with a greater number of parameters (since additional parameter
effectively increases the support over which the integration occurs). Other approxi-
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mate evidence criterion include Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [103] which is
based on Laplace's approximation, and the equivalent Minimum Description Length
(MDL) criterion [99].
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we presented background material about the multivariate autoregres-
sive (MAR) process, random effects (RFX) population inference, and the variational
Bayesian (VB) framework. In the next chapter we develop an RFX model based on
the MAR process to model effective connectivity in multiple subjects jointly. The
notation associated with the MAR likelihood function defined in Section 2.1.4, and
the distinctions between random-effects, fixed-effects, and independent-effects analy-
sis described in Section 2.2.1, will be central to this development. In the following
chapter, we derive a VB algorithm for estimation and inference under that model.
The derivation of all VB update steps in that chapter follow from the expression for
free-form variational optimization given in Equation 2.39. The VB model selection
criterion described in Section 2.3.3 will also be employed.
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Chapter 3
Multi-subject MAR Modeling
In this chapter, we present three approaches to MAR modeling of multivariate, neu-
rological time-series from multiple subjects. These fit into the classes of RFX, IFX
and FFX analysis described in Section 2.2, and represent three different models of
inter-subject variation for the purpose of population inference. We focus on the
RFX-MAR model under which the subject-specific MAR coefficients are drawn in-
dependently from a Gaussian population model. In estimating this model, the MAR
coefficients for each subject's data are regularized adaptively depending on the degree
to which their system dynamics are similar. We also describe the IFX-MAR and FFX-
MAR models, which are essentially special cases of RFX-MAR, at both extremes of
complexity. Under the IFX-MAR model, each subject is modeled independently as
described in [93]. Under the FFX-MAR model, a single set of MAR coefficients is
used to model the data of all subjects.
3.1 The RFX-MAR Model
To perform population inference on the dynamical interactions of brain regions, we
can estimate a density that characterizes the variation in that dynamical structure
across the population from which studied subjects were drawn. Because we are prin-
cipally concerned with population inference about the presence of direct interactions
between brain regions that the MAR coefficients Aij(.) parameterize, it is natural
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that the population density should characterize the inter-subject variation in subject-
specific MAR coefficients. As is standard for the purpose of population inference, we
approximate the population density of these subject-specific coefficients as Gaussian
with diagonal covariance, so that its mean characterizes dynamical structure common
to the population, and its covariance characterizes the degree of variability in that
structure found within that population. Hence, we construct a separable Random
Effects (RFX) model which fits multivariate data from multiple subjects with indi-
vidual MAR processes, and simultaneously estimates the mean and variances of those
subject-specific parameters to characterize the population from which subjects were
drawn.
The complete RFX-MAR model is presented here in full, and a directed graphical
representation of conditional dependencies for its variables is shown in Figure 3-1. Its
components, Equations 3.1-3.6, and notation are detailed in subsequent subsections.
P(Yk Wk, Ak) A' (Yk; (Id Xk)wk, Ak In) , k 1,...,S (3.1)
H
p(wk Wo, ) (Wk; WO, (3.2)
h=l
G
p(wo [ C) = XAf(Wo; 0, E O1Qg) (3.3)
g=1
8
p(A) oC H JAkl 2 (3.4)
k=l
H
P(h') : H (2u?:) , ah > -2, u - 103 (3.5)
h=1
G
p(a) = Ga(ag; ap, bp), ap, bp 0 - 3 (3.6)
g=l
The salient features of the model can be summarized as follows. Equations 3.1-3.3
form a three-level linear-Gaussian hierarchy. Its first level describes data collected
from each subject with an individual MAR process. Its second level describes variation
in subject-specific coefficients across the sampled population by means of a Gaussian
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Figure 3-1: A graphical depiction of the conditional dependency structure of the
RFX-MAR model. Observed data and unknown variables are contained in circles, and
hyperparameters are contained in boxes. The plate notation represents a replication
over S subjects. The hyperparameters ap, bp and u are set a priori, whereas the
remaining hyperparameters will be selected using an maximum-evidence criterion.
Global hyperparameters corresponding to the model order p, the number of RFX
groups H and the number of ARD groups G, are omitted for clarity.
density that has a diagonal precision matrix (inverse covariance). The parameters of
this level, specifically the mean w0 will be the primary target of population inference.
The third level regularizes the magnitude of the population-level coefficients. Since
we intend to estimate the RFX-MAR model in a Bayesian framework, Equations
3.4--3.6 establish "noninformative" priors for the precision parameters of each level to
represent an absence of prior information
3.1.1 Subject-separable MAR Models
Under Equation 3.1, the multivariate time-series Yk C JNkd from each subject k =
1,... ,S is modeled by an individual MAR(p) process. The data from subject k
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comprises Nk time samples of dimension d, and is parameterized by coefficients wk E
Rd2p and error precision Ak. Since the data has zero mean under the MAR model,
the sample mean is removed from each data channel as a pre-processing step, or may
be estimated simultaneously with the coefficients by the addition of a mean regressor.
Furthermore, though it is not strictly necessary, each channel's signal is individually
normalized by its sample variance (we expect to model stable systems). By doing so,
the cross-coefficients of wk, i.e. [Ak]ij(') for i 7 j, are comparable across subjects
k, normalized by the ratio between the amplitudes of the output and input signals
[Yk ]. 3 / [Yk. ill
For clarity in our subsequent exposition, we will refer to the N =_ sk=l Nk sam-
ples of data collectively as y [y . . .y]', and denote the subject-level precisions
collectively as A {A1,... , As}. Note that we will use w = [w w'1 ... w]' to
denote all subject-specific MAR coefficients as well as their mean w0 .
3.1.2 Structured Inter-subject Variability
Equation 3.2 defines a Gaussian population density for the RFX-MAR model. Since
this is a separable model, each of the subject-specific MAR coefficients wk are drawn
independently about the population mean w0 , which we refer to as the population-
level MAR coefficients. These parameters will be the target of population inference.
In particular, we will be interested in which interactions between regions of interest
(variables) are typically non-zero within the population. A method for performing
this inference in a Bayesian framework is presented in Section 4.5.1.
The covariance structure of this density requires further specification. In particu-
lar, we allow different coefficients to vary to different degrees across the population,
rather than assigning a single inter-subject variance for all of them. This is motivated
by our observations of naturally-occurring data, by which we find that larger MAR
coefficients exhibit a larger degree of inter-subject variability than do smaller ones.
This may be related to consistent sparsity in the coefficients across the population,
or to the stratification of coefficient magnitude that motivates the structured prior
on coefficient magnitude that is described in Section 3.1.3.
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To account for these different scales of variation, the subject-specific coefficients
wk are partitioned into H disjoint groups to reflect similarity in their variation across
the population. This partitioning can be performed by heuristic search as described
in Section 4.4. In particular, each coefficient [wk]i with index i, for all subjects k,
is assigned tlo one RFX group. Each RFX group h = 1, . . ., H is associated with
a precision parameter ah, so that each of the hS coefficients [wk]i in that group is
drawn independently about its mean [wo]i with that precision. This RFX structuring
is implemented by defining the precision matrix for each subject's coefficients wk as
a linear combination of basis matrices Qvh, which are defined to be zero except in
diagonal locations corresponding to the vh indices of wk that compose group h.
group,(i) the RFX group of [Wk]i [Qvh]ij ij6(group,(i) = h) (3.7)
-'d2p 
vh -1 6(group,(i) = h) r- Eh= 1 hQAh
We let F denote the precision of each subject's coefficients wk for clarity later in our
exposition.
Note that the case of single variability group, = y1id2p and vu = d2p, represents
the most parsimonious variability modeling. At the other extreme, an individual inter-
subject precision is estimated for each element of wk, so that C jd 2p, rF = diag(y),
and h = 1 Vh. ther useful RFX structuring functions are described in Section 4.4.
3.1.3 A Structured Prior for the Population Coefficients
A hierarchical prior on the population-level coefficients p(wo I )p(a) is defined in
Equations 33 and 3.6. This prior is intended to regularize the magnitude of these
coefficients within specified groups, as was suggested for single-subject MAR modeling
in [93]. Such regularization is motivated by the observation that the magnitudes of
MAR coefficients are often stratified. For instance, those coefficients associated with
within-series predictions Aii(.) tend to be larger than those associated with cross-
series predictions Aij(.), i $ j, due to the fact that a variable is often more predictive
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of itself than is another variable in naturally-occurring data (an example of this is
shown in Figure 5-25). Similarly, coefficients associated with predictions for longer
lags tend to be smaller, as variable values in the more distant past are usually less
predictive of their present values. Other sensible groupings are suggested in Section
4.4.
This structured regularization is accomplished by assigning each population-level
coefficient [w0]i to one of G disjoint groups with others that are likely to have similar
magnitude. Each group is associated with one of the precision parameters ca, so that
each coefficient [w0]i in group g = 1, . . , G is drawn independently from a zero-mean
Gaussian with precision ag. Accordingly, the precision matrix of p(w0 o c a), which we
will henceforth denote E, is defined as a linear combination of basis matrices Qg,
whose terms are zero except in diagonal locations corresponding to the rcg indices of
w0 that compose group g.
group,(i) - the ARD group of [w0]i. [Qag]ij -5ij(group(i) = g)
d2 G d2 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(3.8)
AP 6 (group.(i) = g) _ g_ 1 ahQ E(
In estimating the model for particular data, the precision parameter ag of each
group adjusts to the typical magnitude of its constituent coefficients, so that the prior
regularizes their estimated values on this basis. One case of special interest is that
for which the precision parameters of a group ag becomes very large. Coefficients in
a group associated with such a precision must take very small values in order to have
high likelihood under the prior p(w0 a), and are thus effectively discarded from the
model. For this reason, the use of this kind of prior has been referred to as Automatic
Relevance Determination (ARD) [72], and it motivates our use of that terminology
in naming this prior. Note that use of a single ARD group, = lId2p and 1 - d2p,
regularizes coefficient magnitude uniformly.
The ability of a similar ARD prior to promote sparseness was demonstrated in
[27, 28]. This effect is due, in part, to the Gamma-distributed prior on ag,, where
gi -groupe(i), which induces a marginal prior on each coefficient [wo]i that has a
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zero-mean Student t distribution. This follows from a property of the Normal-Gamma
distribution (see [5], page 434) of which p([wo]i, agi) is an example:
p([w0]) J A/([wo]i; 0,aj-f)Ga(c ; ,b)d%,pi~~~~~~~~9 [W )= |J( ;Oli) gi; ap, bp)dag,
= St([wo]i; 0, apbp1, 2ap) (3.9)
o( (I + bp 1 [Wo]2/2) -2pl/ (3.10)
This density is heavy-tailed in general, and since we have set ap, bp _ 10- 3 small, its
shape is reminiscent of the Laplacian density even at small values of [wo]i (though it
is, in fact, smooth at zero). As such, the effect of this prior is similar to placing an
L1 penalty on wo]i (as with least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO)
[107]), rather than an L2-penalty (as in ridge regression [53]).
3.1.4 Noninformative Precision Priors
Equations 3.4-3.6 are noninformative priors on the precision parameters, i.e. they
are intended to represent an absence of prior information.
The prior on -y (Equation 3.5) is equivalent to a locally uniform prior on the
standard deviation of inter-source variation C0h h 2 for each RFX group h.
1
N,(7h) -U(rrh; 0, )- -, < U < u (3.11)
U
-2 -2
0O'2 r, , % 2 l 1
p ,(ah)drh J dY - (2uy ) dah (3.12)
This prior is suggested as a noninformative prior for the precision parameters in RFX
models based on empirical analysis [41]. In particular, it is preferable to those of the
family Ga(yl,; (, ), under which inference is sensitive to when (ah is near zero. We
observed this sensitivity in our experiments since Alh is often small due to the small
magnitude of MAR coefficients.
We follow 193] in the form of the priors on precisions A and a due to their
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successful application in the single-subject MAR modeling and in our synthetic multi-
subject experiments. Their form has the additional advantage of being conjugate to
the Gaussian density, which enables the derivation of free-form VB update steps for
the RFX-MAR model in Section 4.1. The prior on ca follows a Gamma density [5],
and the prior on A is improper. Both were motivated by Jeffreys' Rule1; however,
these priors do not follow by its strict application, but rather by its application to
the first and third level of the model (Equations 3.1 and 3.3) as if the subject- and
population-level MAR coefficients were directly observed along with the data. We
sketch these derivations for completeness.
For fixed subject-specific coefficients, we use Equation A.7 to write the negative,
expected, second differential of the log of the first level of the model (Equation 3.1)
with respect to Q = diag({A- 0 INk }). Note that we write k A- 1 0 INk, and
use the fact that the trace of a block diagonal matrix is equal to the sum of the trace
of it's component blocks.2
kS=
= 2 tr(A (dAk)A (dAk) INk)
k=S
tr((dAk)A -1 (dAk)Au tr(INk)
k=1S
1By this heuristic, a prior is defined to be "noninformative" for a given likelihood function, when
it is flat under a parameter transformation for which the transformed likelihood function is data-
translated. A likelihood is called "data-translated" when the observed data primarily affects the
mode of the posterior, leaving the average, generalized variance constant. Hence, the Jeffreys' prior
for a given likelihood is proportional to the square root of the determinant of its Fisher Information
Matrix [7].
2 Here, we use the notation suggested in [77], where v(A) is an operator that vectorizes the lower
triangular elements of a square matrix A (i.e. the unique elements of symmetric matrix), and Dd
is the duplication matrix which produces the full vectorization of a d x d matrix from its lower
triangular elements Ddv(A) = vec(A).
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Thus, we have the information matrix I(A) for the noise precisions, and their Jeffrey's
prior can be derived by taking its determinant, using some facts from page 50 of [77],
and noting that the determinant of a block diagonal matrix is the product of the
determinants of its diagonal blocks.
)(A1,... , As) oc I(A1 ,. . .,As) 
diag({ 2k D (A' 0A-')Dd}) 2
-diag({ N k Dd(Ak ( Ak)Ddj}) _ iag2 ({d
S
Oc HI Ak - 2
k-1
One can follow an identical approach for the precision parameters of the third
level of the RFX-MAR model, by assuming that the population-level coefficients w0
are observed, and using the Gamma approximation to the improper a- 1 density as
shown in Equation A.11.
G
-{d 2L} = 2 tr((d'_- 1)(d-l)) = g (d )2 (3.14)
2 Ct2
g=1 9
1 G G
p(a) OC ( O2 H J 1C ' HGa(ag; ap, bp), ap, bp- 10 (3.15)
g=1 g=1
3.1.5 Exogenous Fixed Effects
As discussed in Section 2.1.5, a MAR model may be extended to account for the
linear influence of exogenous variables. In the multi-subject context, this corresponds
to augmenting the subject-specific design matrix Xk and coefficient vector Wk. Special
accommodations may need to be made for such coefficients in the RFX-MAR model if
they are expected to be independent across the population. To treat such coefficients
accordingly as fixed effects, we fix their inter-subject precisions and means at zero
(corresponding to a fat prior).
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3.2 The FFX-MAR Model
In some contexts, we may want to fit a single MAR model to functional time-series
data collected from multiple subjects. Such an approach to multi-subject modeling
may be motivated by the hypothesis that a single set of MAR coefficients describes
the data from all subjects, or by the desire to characterize the average connectivity
for studied subjects rather than that for the greater population from which those
subjects were drawn. The latter may be necessitated if a paucity of subjects makes
reliable estimation of inter-subject variable in an RFX framework impossible.
In the neuroimaging literature for multi-subject localization of neural activity, the
approach of fitting a single set of coefficients to data aggregated from multiple subjects
is referred to as Fixed Effects (FFX) analysis [57, 36]. This approach to multi-subject
modeling of effective connectivity is instantiated in the FFX-MAR model, which is
specified as follows,
P(yk I wo, Ak) = A (Yk; (Id Xk)WO, A X In) , k - 1,..., S (3.16)
p(Wo I ) = JA'(wo; 0 - 1 ) (3.17)
p(Ak) cx IAkd+l)/2 (3.18)
G
p(ca) -- H Ga(Og ; ap, bp), , bp 0 - 3 (3.19)
g=1
where the precision matrix - of the structured prior on population MAR coefficients is
defined in the same way as it is for the RFX-MAR model in Equation 3.8. The directed
graphical representation of the conditional dependency of FFX-MAR variables is
shown in Figure 3-2. The FFX-MAR model differs from the RFX-MAR model only
in that - is fixed at oc, so that all subjects share the same MAR coefficients wk = w0 .
As such, the source-specific noise covariances Ak remain distinct, since we do wish to
restrict ourselves to data in which the noise structure is common to all subjects.
A note on terminology: Multi-subject modeling of this kind has been referred to
as FFX analysis in the neuroimaging literature [57, 36] since, in a classical regression
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Figure 3-2: A graphical depiction of the conditional dependency structure of the
FFX-MAR model. Observed data and unknown variables are contained in circles,
where as hyperparameters are contain in boxes. The plate notation represents a
replication over S subjects. The hyperparameters ap and bp are set a priori, whereas
the remaining hyperparameters will be selected using an maximum-evidence criterion.
Global hyperparameters corresponding to the model order p and the number of ARD
groups G, are omitted for clarity.
framework, the subject-specific parameters wk = w0 would be considered "fixed but
unknown", rather than random variables drawn from a population density, as in the
RFX approach. Since all parameters are considered random variables in a Bayesian
framework, this terminology is misleading. Nevertheless, we retain it to connect with
neuroimaging parlance.
3.3 The IFX-MAR Model
The most straightforward approach to modeling effective connectivity in multiple
subjects is to fit data from each subject individually using the MAR process. To
our knowledge, this is the approach that has so far been taken for all forms of effec-
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tive connectivity modeling in the neuroimaging literature [81, 50, 32]. Such subject-
independent model estimation, which we refer to as Independent Effects (IFX) anal-
ysis, may be motivated by the hypothesis that connectivity parameters are truly
independent within a population, or that their inter-subject variability is sufficiently
complicated as to rule out Gaussian population modeling as in the RFX-MAR model.
The approach may also be used to simplify estimation by decoupling subject-specific
parameters.
An IFX approach to multi-subject MAR analysis is embodied in the IFX-MAR
model, which is fully specified in the following equations,
P(Yk Wk, Ak) = A/'(Yk; (Id ® Xk)Wk, A' In) , k = 1,..S (3.20)
p(wk Ctk) = A (wk; ° X ) (3.21)
p(Ak) C Ak - ( d+ l )/ 2 (3.22)
Gk
P((Ck) = H Ga(akg; ap, bp), ap, bp 0- 3 (3.23)
g=1
where the precision matrix .- k for the structured prior of each subject's coefficients
is defined as is that for the population-level coefficients in the RFX-MAR model
(Equation 3.8). The directed graphical representation of the conditional dependency
of IFX-MAR variables is shown in Figure 3-3.
The IFX-MAR model consists of S replications of the Bayesian MAR model pre-
sented in [93]. Thus, the data Yk for each subject k = 1, . . ., S is drawn from an
individual MAR(pk) process with coefficients Wk, and has its own structural prior
parameters Pk, Gk, k and group,k (). This contrasts the RFX-MAR model and the
FFX-MAR model, in which these parameters are not indexed by subject. As a result,
RFX-MAR is more parsimonious since it does not reduce to this IFX-MAR model
when y = 0. 3
3 Since the coefficients of stable MAR models generally have small magnitude and zero mean
when sources coefficients are drawn independently (if there is no preference to sign), Y will not
always become vanishingly small. Rather it will be tuned to the magnitude of the source-specific
coefficients. Thus, the RFX-MAR model reduces to the IFX model with a single MAR model order
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Figure 3-3: A graphical depiction of the conditional dependency structure of the
IFX-MAR model. Observed data and unknown variables are contained in circles,
where as hyperparameters are contain in boxes. The plate notation represents a
replication over S subjects. The hyperparameters ap and b are set a priori, whereas
the remaining hyperparameters will be selected using an maximum-evidence criterion.
Global hyperparameters corresponding to the model order Pk and the number of ARD
groups Gk for each subject are omitted for clarity.
The IFX.-MAR model cannot be used directly for population inference since the
population coefficients are implicitly assumed to follow an improper uniform distribu-
tion. Nevertheless, the IFX-MAR model plays an important role as a pre-processing
step for population inference, in that we can inspect the independently-estimated,
subject-specific MAR coefficients for any structure that might contraindicate joint
modeling of the data sources using the RFX-MAR model. Apparent non-Gaussianity
in the distribution of any coefficients across the sources might signal that RFX-MAR
modeling is not appropriate.
p and a single structured prior for the coefficients of all data sources.
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3.4 Discussion
In this chapter we have proposed three models for MAR-based modeling of effective
connectivity based on functional neurological time-series collected from multiple sub-
jects. They represent three different approaches to population analysis, namely a
random-effects approach (RFX-MAR), a subject-independent approach (IFX-MAR),
and a subject-identical approach (FFX-MAR). These models involve many real-valued
parameters and discrete-valued parameters which must be estimated. In the next
chapter, we suggest a Bayesian framework for this purpose.
3.4.1 Limitations
It is important to highlight the limitations of the population models we have pre-
sented. Under our primary model, RFX-MAR, each MAR coefficient is taken as
independent with a spherical Gaussian population density. While this formulation
is quite common in population inference, and we have allowed for heteroscedasticity
(different variances) across coefficients, it still has obvious restrictions. For one, there
is undoubtedly correlation among the coefficients that the RFX-MAR model cannot
capture. An alternative is to model the full covariance, or possibly a reduced-basis
covariance constructed heuristically; however, given the large number of parameters
and a typical paucity of subjects, such a covariance estimate might lack statistical
power. Departures from Gaussianity in the density of MAR coefficients is another
concern. These may range from the presence of outliers, to the pathological case of a
zero-centered bimodal density (for which inference under Gaussian population model
will erroneously show no population effect). However, given a small number of sub-
jects in practice, the appropriate alternative population densities might be difficult
to identify and estimate.
We have implemented subject-independent MAR estimation in the IFX-MAR
model to check for bias introduced by the RFX-MAR population prior. In Chapter
5, we perform RFX-MAR analysis of data sampled from from sets of known MAR
processes whose coefficient distribution is inconsistent with that of the RFX-MAR
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models. In these experiments, we see that estimation bias at the subject-level is
limited, even in the case of a bimodal population density. Similarly, in the case where
a set of MAR processes share the same coefficients, we will find that RFX-MAR
estimation of population- and subject-level parameters is not compromised relative
to FFX-MAR estimation.
3.4.2 Interpretation
As a final note, we should discuss the interpretation of the "population-level MAR
coefficients" w(0 that are estimated under the RFX-MAR model. Though it is con-
venient to think of these parameters as representing the typical MAR model within
a population, this is not necessarily the case. These parameters are the estimated
mean of a sample of MAR coefficients. They are not the estimated coefficients of
a random process. As such, they are useful for the purpose of inference about the
average value of (subsets of) these coefficients across a population. In particular, it
is possible to perform inference about the average of coefficients associated with the
direct interaction between two brain regions. However, since wo do not represent
parameters of a MAR random process, it is not generally appropriate to use them
to compute "population" impulse responses, directed transfer functions, spectra, or
other quantities characteristic of a random process. To perform population inference
on these parameters, it may be possible to parameterize the population densities
based on these parameters directly. However, since they are categorically non-linear
fimunctions of the MAR coefficients, such a characterization may be difficult.
Similar statements could be made about the coefficients estimated under the FFX-
MAR model; however, since they apply at both at the population and subject level
under that model, one could interpret these as the coefficients of a MAR process.
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Chapter 4
Variational Population Inference
In this chapter, we present an algorithm for determining which MAR-based interac-
tions between brain regions are statistically significant across a population of sampled
subjects. This algorithm comprises a Variational Bayesian (VB) algorithm [52, 64] for
estimation of the multi-subject MAR models of Chapter 3, a method for generating
test statistics for pairwise connectivity between modeled brain regions, and a method
to approximate the significance of inference based on those statistics.
The VB algorithm for estimation of the RFX-MAR model is derived in detail, and
analogous algorithms are listed for the FFX-MAR and IFX-MAR models. A hybrid
VB/direction-set algorithm is presented for RFX-MAR estimation to overcome con-
vergence issues that can occur in EM-style estimation of hierarchical models. Struc-
tural paralneters, such as the MAR model order p, are selected by heuristic search
using the VB3 model selection criterion.
Our choice of the VB framework for posterior estimation was motivated by its
suitability for estimation of a single MAR process [93, 50], particularly for the suc-
cess of the VB model selection criterion in that context. Since our multi-subject
MAR models contain multiple structural parameters, structure selection is an im-
portant concern for their estimation. Here, the VB maximum evidence criterion has
the advantage of not requiring the large-sample approximation of BIC/MDL, and
practical advantage over cross-validation, since estimation of the RFX-MAR model
is computationally expensive.
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4.1 RFX-MAR Estimation
In this section, we derive a VB algorithm for estimating the posterior of the RFX-
MAR model's real-valued parameters, including the MAR coefficients w and precision
parameters A, -y and a. The VB framework is reviewed in Section 2.3, whose content
is assumed in this exposition.
For the RFX-MAR model, it is useful to assume the posterior independence of the
precisions parameters, and the population- and subject-level MAR coefficients w.
q(w,A, y, a) q(w)q(A, y a) (4.1)
Recall that q(O) is shorthand for the approximate posterior 3(O y) of parameter 0
given multi-channel time-series y collected from multiple subjects. This type of as-
sumption is common in VB model estimation [93, 94, 4]. It is also a similar but weaker
restriction on the posterior than is implicit in the Parametric Empirical Bayesian
(PEB) framework for estimation of hierarchical linear-Gaussian models, in which the
precision (hyper)parameters are estimated using an ML criterion [34] (see Section
2.3.2). An advantage of this assumption is that it leads to further factorization of
the approximate posterior, which can be shown by variational optimization using
Equations 2.38 and 2.39:
I (A, y, a)
= q(w) logp(a)p(7) HP(Ak)P(Yk w, Ak)p(wk I Wo, 7)p(wo a)
k=1
S
-- ~q(wo) logp(o)p(WO I a)} I q(w){1ogp() P(wk I W0ore)/
+ Z Sq(wk) { logp(Ak)p(yk I Wk, Ak)
k=1
S
I(c) + I(y) + E I(Ak) (4.2)
k=1l
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Set model structure M = (p, group-), group,,())
Initialize posterior means A, , a
Repeat until AAl A j, , A& < tolerance
Update q(w) 4- A/(w;), ~) (Section 4.1.2)
Update q(A) -- H=l Wd(Ak; ak, Bk) (Section 4.1.3)
Update q(-,) - fH IGa(Yh; ah, bh, u - 2) (Section 4.1.4)
Update q(a) - Hg= Ga(ag; ag, bg) (Section 4.1.5)
Compute F(M) (Section 4.1.6)
Figure 4-1: Pseudocode for the VB estimation of the RFX-MAR model.
Recall from Equation 2.39 that I(0) denotes the approximate log posterior of pa-
rameters 0 to within an additive constant. Furthermore, after expanding the terms
I(,) and 1(a) as shown later in Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.5, the approximate posterior
factorizes as follows:
S H G
q(w, A, y, a) ~ q(w) H q(Ak) H q(bh) H q(ag) (4.3)
k=l h=l g=1
Note that this factorization is a consequence of both the posterior independence as-
sumption and the prior independence of the precision parameters. Another advantage
of these posterior and prior assumptions is that the above posterior factors respec-
tively follow Normal, Wishart, Gamma and incomplete Gamma distributions (see
Appendix A), thus enabling free-form VB update steps for their sufficient statistics.
These updates will be derived in detail by variation optimization in Sections 4.1.2-
4.1.5.
Therefore, the VB algorithm for estimation of the RFX-MAR model proceeds by
coordinate ascent on the sufficient statistics of posterior factors until convergence to
a fixed-point of the approximate model evidence F. Pseudocode for this algorithm
is shown in Figure 4-1. Formulas for the update steps are derived in Sections 4.1.2-
4.1.6. We c-hoose to terminate this fixed-point iteration once the absolute change in
all components of the posterior mean of precision parameters, A, j and &, becomes
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very small, less than 10-6.1 By monitoring the change in these parameter values,
rather than in the approximate evidence F, we avoid the computational expense
of computing F during optimization. Additionally, it is important that the fixed-
point criterion be strict, since selection of model structure (Section 4.4) depends on
exp{F(M)} which is sensitive to the optimized approximate evidence F(M).
4.1.1 Hybrid Optimization
In our experiments with the direct VB algorithm (Figure 4-1), we found that the
sufficient statistics for q(A) and q(c) converge quite rapidly, but that convergence
of those for q(y) is extremely slow for data in which any RFX group has a large
precision Yh. This observation is consistent with the literature on EM estimation of
generic RFX models [84, 69, 108]. Unfortunately, a parameter expansion approach
such as those used to speed EM convergence [84, 69] is not directly applicable here,
since the RFX-MAR model includes prior information about precision components
[108]. However, we found that posterior optimization could be made practically fast
by using Powell's direction set method [97] to estimate the otherwise slow-converging
sufficient statistics of q(y). In this approach, the optimal negative variational free
energy F at each setting of q(-y) is computed using the relatively rapid VB fixed-point
iteration for the remaining parameters, just as in the direct VB algorithm outlined
in Figure 4-1:
VB iteration
max max F(, A, , &) (4.4)
Y VA,&
Powell's Method
Note that we are able write F above as a function solely of the precision means, A, 
and &, since only one of the two sufficient statistics of their respective posteriors varies
during VB optimization, as shown in Sections 4.1.3, 4.1.4 and 4.1.5, respectively.2
In practice, we start by running the full VB algorithm (Figure 4-1) until the
1 The posterior of the coefficients q(w) are a function of these precision means (see Section 4.1.2),
so additionally monitoring the values of its sufficient statistics would be redundant.
2In practice, we apply Powell's method in the parameter space (byl,... , b,,), since for an incom-
plete Gamma density, bh cannot be easily recovered for a given ah to compute F.
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change in A and & becomes small (less than 10-4). This produces a posterior estimate
q(A, y, ca) which is nearly optimal in a few hundred iterations. The posterior of h is
then used to initialize Powell's method for optimization of the negative free energy
F(j) as a funimction of the j. The final values A and & from recent evaluation of
F(s) are cached as the optimization proceeds. These values are used to initialize the
VB subroutine used to produce subsequent evaluations, so that as Powell's method
converges, the VB iteration is started very close to its fixed-point. The VB subroutine
is terminated when the change in all components of A and & is less than 0- . We
terminate Powell's method when F is maximized to precision ±10-10. The complete
algorithm typically requires 500-1000 VB iterations in total.
This hybrid algorithm is initialized using a summary-statistic approach based on
subject-independent maximum-likelihood estimation of subject-specific coefficients
(Section 2.1.6). Averaging of these point estimates produces our initial estimate of
the population coefficients.
S
Wk = vec(X+Yk) wo = I wk (4.5)
k=l
Assuming these values for the coefficients, we compute sample estimates of precision
parameters with which we can initialize the full VB iteration.
Ak = Nk-dp
(Yk - XkWk)'(Yk - XkWk)
^Y - (S- )vh I g (4.6)
k=~ ~ ~~~~ [igw;.2 E gZEk=l Eih [ik - -g Wg
Note that summation over the index ih is shorthand for summation over coefficient
indices ih such that group,(ih) = h. Similarly, summation over the index ig is short-
hand for summation over coefficients indices ig such that group~(i9 ) = g. This type
subject-independent, ML initialization is similar to that used for single-subject MAR
modeling in [93, 50], and produced satisfying results in our synthetic experiments
(Section 5.1'). In the course of our algorithmic development, we considered an alter-
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native initialization whereby a single set of coefficients were estimated by aggregating
the data from all subjects, using the ML criterion. However, we found that the
optimization algorithm rarely progressed away from the initial values it yielded.
4.1.2 Update for q(w)
With the posterior factorization fixed as in Equation 4.1, a free-form functional coor-
dinate ascent step for the posterior on the population- and subject-level coefficients
q(w) follows by variational optimization using using Equations 2.38 and 2.39. In ma-
nipulating the expression for the optimal log posterior approximation I(w), we will
find that it has a log Gaussian form, so that the update for q(w) reduces to an update
of the posterior mean ir and covariance E of q(w). Since this update represents a
step in functional coordinate assent, these sufficient statistics will be a function of
the current approximate posterior means of the precision parameters, A, j and C,
which were computed in the last update step for q(A), q(j) and q(&), respectively.
Before proceeding with the derivation, we define some notation and an identity that
suggests a connection to ML estimation [93].
H
-- £q(-{r) = Z hQyh (4.7)
h=1
G
- q(a){} &gQg (4.8)
g=1
Ak - Ak XkXk (4.9)
WVk -vec(Xk Yk) (4.10)
(Ak X'k)yk = (Ak ® X'kXk)(Id 0 (X'Xk) Xk)Yk
= (Ak 0 XkXk)vec(X k Yk) (4.11)
=In the following manipulations on the log posterior kk(w), we implicitly discard
In the following manipulations on the log posterior I(w), we implicitly discard
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additive terms that are constant with respect to w, absorbing them into a normalizing
constant. In the final lines, we complete the square to show that 1(w) is quadratic in
w, so that the optimal posterior q(w) Z-1 exp{I(w)} M= f(w; w, ) is Gaussian.
I(w)
S -
= £q(A,'a)logp(wol) a7p(wk|wo, -) P(Ykl Wk, Ak)}
k=l
S
£ q(a){ 1ogp(wooa) +E S q(vY){p(Wk lW0,'y) + q(A){P(Ykl'Wk, Ak)}
1 ,
-2 )2w o - E
k=1
1 ^ A-w(- + S)wo
2 
(wk -wo)' (wk -wo)
+ (Yk-
2 S -
-2f
k=l 
(Id 0 Xk)wk)'(Ak 0 INk)(Yk - (Id 0 Xk)wk)
-2w 'wo + w (r +
- 2w (Ak 0 Xk) Yk
I_ 
2 w
-r
+XA
-r
= -1 (W -- ) -1
2
... -r
o
0
Lk 0 XkXk )Wk
-Ak
A k0
Asw,~s
=W
=w-1)
Direct inversion of -1 to produce the covariance is impractical since is an
(S + )d2p x (S + )d2p matrix. To lighten this computational burden in the inner
loop of the VB algorithm, we partition the matrix -' into a 2 x 2 block matrix.
(E-1)11
(E-1)
(E-1)12
(E-1)22 
(4.13)
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(4.12)
F+As _
W + WT-' E.A
(E-1)11 - s -1 -+ X (4.14)
(E-1)21 = -s f (E-1)22 = diag(fr + Al,..., F + As)
Then we can use the formula for inversion of a 2 x 2 block matrix given in Equation
B.12 of Appendix B.4 to compute S. Since (-1)22 is block diagonal, its inverse can
be computed block-wise.
(-1)- = diag((r + A1)-,..., (F + As)-1) (4.15)
As a result, the complexity of implementing the block-inversion formula is roughly
that of inverting d2p x d2p matrices, (S + 1) times.
() 1 ( 12 (4.16)
L(E)21 (E)22 
( (4.17)
Lk=l
(E) 12 = (9 1 ( )(t W ( 122 = ls (ll)-)22
[() 11r(P + A) -1 ' () 11r(F + AS)- 1 ]= (E)21 (4.18)
( -1)21 + (-1)2(1$ ® r)( ® ( ))(1~ Q r)('-)21(~-1)-1 + (-)(51
~
X j ]) 1)(~-1)- (4.19)(5i 22 2 s ~~~22
It is convenient to repartition the posterior covariance E into d2p x d2p blocks,
and the posterior mean ir into sub-vectors of dimension d2p, so we can later refer
to the posterior mean and covariance of population- and subject-specific parameters.
Note that this simply redefines (o) ()11.
wo
Ws
was 
£(00) 5(01) ... ;(OS)
5(10) 5(11) ... ,(1S)
(SO) (S1) ... 5(SS)
(4.20)
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V' = =
Now the update for the population- and subject-level coefficients can be written
concisely as follows:
Update for q(w) +-- AJ(w; w, ): The (k,l)th block of E of size d2p x d2p is
denoted (kl), for k, 1 - O..., S.
~~~- 1
(Oc) - (kO) = 5(o ) (f + ik)-1, k = ,..,S (4.21)
(k) - 6 kl( - Ak) I + ( + A k)-l (00)( + A)-1 k 1> 
' = [' ( 1~)' ... (sws)'] E
4.1.3 Update for q(A)
Following Equation 4.2, which shows the precision matrices Ak, k = 1, . . ., S for
the subject-specific modeling error to be a posteriori independent, we use Equa-
tions 2.38 and 2.39 to derive individual functional coordinate ascent steps q(Ak) -
Z- l exp { I(Ak)}. In the following manipulations on the log posterior I(Ak), we show
that q(Ak) has a Wishart distribution by implicitly discarding additive terms which
are constant with respect to w, absorbing them into a normalizing constant. Note
that the final expression is a function of the mean Wk and covariance (kk) produced
in the last update of q(wk).
J(Ak) q(lk) ogp(Ak)p(yk Wk, Ak)}
= -- - log Ak - I 'q(wk) tr(Ak(Yk- XkWk)'(Yk- XkWk)) 
= Nk d log Ak
:2
-2tr Ak (Yk'Yk - Yk'XkWk - (XkWk)'Yk + q(wk){(XkWk)XkWk}))
- Nk2--log Ak - tr(Ak((Yk-XkWk)'(Yk-XkWk)+ Qk)) (4.22):22
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Above, we used the expression for a MAR likelihood given in Equation 2.20 and the
matrix identities given in Equations B.10 and B.7. We also expanded the expectation
in the penultimate line component-wise to define the matrix Qk E Rdxd:
( Nk dP
[&q(wk) {(XkWk)'XkWk} ]ij = q(Wk) E [W]is[Xk]sn[Xk]nt[Wk] tj
nl s,t=l
Nk dp
= E [Xk]ns(COVq(wk) ([Wk]si[Wk]tj) + [Wk]si[Wk]tj) [Xk]nt
n=l s,t=l
Nk dp
- [(XkWk) XkWk] + [Xk]n(i-l)dp+s,(jl)dp+t[Xk]nt
n=l s,t=l
[(Xkwk)'Xkwk]ij + tr( Xk'Xk( (kk) ) (4.23)
-[Qk]ij
Note that we use ((kk)),j to denote the (i, j)th sub-matrix of size dp x dp, which
corresponds to the covariance of the ith and jth columns of Wk E Rdpxd. The above
expression for Qk can also be written without reference to these sub-matrices, as
shown in Equation 4.24, by taking advantage of the fact that the ith row of (Id([Xk]n.)
is zero except in the ith sub-vector of length dp, which has value [Xk]n..
Since the log posterior I(Ak) has the form of a log Wishart density (see Appendix
A.4) for each subject k independently, we can write the VB update for the precision
matrices of the subject-specific modeling errors, and their posterior means, as follows:
Update for q(A) -- flk 1 Wd(Ak; ak, Bk):
Nk
ak = Nk Qk Z(Id®[Xk]n.)(kk)(Id([Xk]n) t
n=1 (4.24)
Bk = (Yk-XkWk)'(Yk-XkWk)+fk Ak -£q(Ak){Ak} akBk
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4.1.4 Update for q(-y)
The VB update step for the posterior of the inter-subject variability precisions q(y)
follows by variational optimization using Equations 2.38 and 2.39. With the fol-
lowing manipulations of the resulting optimal log posterior I(hy), we will find that
q(y) - Z -1 exp{I(,y)} has an Incomplete Gamma distribution whose parameters are
a function of tile mean w and covariance E produced in the last update of q(w).
In these manipulations, we implicitly discard additive terms that are constant with
respect to ', absorbing them into a normalizing constant. We simplify 1Is 0 ] =
Is a2P LFs =: P Is, by observing that F has h copies f ah along its diagonal for
each RFX variability group h. Note that summation over index h is shorthand for
summation over all indices ih such that group,(ih) - h.
SI) &(,w)' log p(-Y) 171 (wI w o Q k~l
22
-2 E E ~q(wo,wk) {7(Wk -h (Wo- ) }
k=l h-1
log 1 + sgn(h -u- 2) + lo "Ih
h::l
- h E E [ (00)_ 2 (kO) + (kk) ]ihih + [W k - WO]i h (4.25)k k= 2/ h=
Therefore each ah, h 1,.. ., H, is a posteriori independent of the others and has
an Incomplete Gamma distribution (see Appendix A.3) with the following parame-
terization and mean:
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Update for q(/) - iH IGa(h a b u 
- -1 I h:a aYh, 2):
VhS- 1
a7h 2 b = - , E [ [ ( )-2iS (W) +j Ek] i +[k wo] 2hbh 2 ihN [00)2-(k0)q_ +[kkO)ihi
k=1 ih
h - q(h) { h } I [a + (hu-
2)ayh exp {-bYhU-2 }1
b1hL (aYh, bh U 2 )
4.1.5 Update for q(a)
Derivation of the VB update for the posterior of the ARD precisions q(a) follows the
same pattern as that for the RFX precisions q(y). To simplify I- , we use the fact
that ._ has Kg copies of ag along its diagonal for each shrinkage group g. Summation
over index ig is shorthand for summation over all indices ig such that group,(ig) - g.
I (a) = Eq(wo) logp(c) p(wo I
- G a
= E log Ga(ag ap, bp)
9g=1
1
+ log .E.
2
G_
= (a - 1) log og - bpog + log g
g=1l 
1
2
Eq(wo) { woQwo }G
g=l
- 2 L igig
ig
+ [o]2
Therefore all ag are mutually independent a posteriori and each has a Gamma
distribution (see Appendix A.2) with the following parameterization and mean:
Update for q(ca) - -gG Ga(ag; aag, bg):
aag -= ap + g
2
bog = bp + I S
9g
[[j(0)]iig + [Wo]i2 ]
g - Eq(ag){ag} - aagb- 
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(4.26)
(4.27)
(4.28)
4.1.6 Formula for F
The negative variational free energy F for the RFX-MAR model can be computed
by substitution into the formula given in Equation 2.51, where 0 -(w, A, A', ca).
F = £&q(){ logP(Y A 0)}-D(q(6) 11 p(O)) (4.29)
Our objective in expanding this formula is to take advantage of the fact that many
terms cancel. if F is evaluated after the update for q(A, -y, a) and before the next
update of q(w).
We start with the first term, which is average log-likelihood under the posterior.
S
logpAY 6) Zq(kAk){
k=1
IS
= s
2k=k =1
N
2
[
- Nkdlog 27r + q(Ak) {
log P(yk Wk, Ak) }
log Ak NkINk Id}
-- q(k)q(Ak) {tr (Ak(Yk - XkWk)' (Yk-
-log27 + 2 E [Nkq(Ak) { log Ak }
-tr (k ((Yk-XkWk)'(Yk - XkWk) + Qk)
To expand the second term in Equation 4.29, the KL divergence between the
posterior and prior, we note that the factorization of the variance components is the
same for both posterior and prior.
q(O)
S H G
= q(w) H q(Ak) HJ q(7h) HJ q(g)
k=l h=l
(4.31)
g=1
S H
-= p(wo I ) Hp(wk Wo, )p(Ak) J P(
k=l h=l
G
sh) HP(cg)
g=1
Therefore, the second term expands into a sum of six terms, the first three of which
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XkWk)) }]
(4.30)
}(0) (4.32)
))]
are equivalent to Eq(y,){D(q(w) 11 p(w y, a))}, but are easier to handle separately.
-D(q(O) p(O))
= H(w) + q(wo)q(a) { log p(wo I a) }
S
+E £q(w)q(y) { log p(Wk Wo, 3) 
k=l
S
- ~ D (q(Ak) || p(Ak))
k=l
H
- D(q(h) P(Yh))
h=l
G
-Z
g=l
D(q(&g) 11 p(g))
The expansion of each of these terms follows similar manipulations to those performed
in deriving the VB update steps, and uses facts about the Normal, Wishart, Gamma
and Incomplete Gamma densities given in Appendix A.
H(w) = log(27re)(S+1)d 2 p l 
2
(4.33)
£q(wo)q(a) { log p(wo a ) }
d2p log 27r
2 log 2r
d 2p og 2 -
2
1
-- q() {log'}
G
+E
g=1
G
-9
g=l
1
2Sq(wo)q(ag
Kg2 q(ag) og af
) { WOQag Wo }
-(igAE [S~oo [o]]
ag -( of) ~--]igig - z Wlg2 Z
S
5 'q(w)q(y) {
k=l
Sd 2p
= - 2 log272 + [-2 q(h)({ log h }h=l 
s
-2 £ q(w)q(Yh) {h(Wk - wo) QYh(wk - WO)}
k=l
Sd 2p
=- 2 S log 2r +
2
s
2 E i [[
k= ih
I VhS f 1E L 2 q(h){1 0 g h }
h=l[
'(o) -2j(ko) + j:(kk)]i~~+ [k-
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(4.34)
log p(wk I woo, y) }
(4.35),-Vo 2ih
D(q(og) 1, p(ag))
G
Eg~l
.ao~g
l bc (ap)
bpap F (a. )
log bag (ap)
F r(a 9 )
+ (ag - ap)8 q(g)
+ Kg 8 q(g) { log a
{log og 9 }+ 1 (bp-b. )
g} + &g(bp- bcg) 
IGa(7h;
H
Y D (q(7,) 1 p(7,))
h=l
H x0
1 2 IGa(?h;
h=1
H
= E
h=l
log
H _
= 1: log
hl1
2ub21 a~'h
r(a , bh- )
2ubah
+ (ah - 1 
/hS
+ 2 ' --Yh))q(h){ logh}[- )-q(-,) 10 log h{ log h} b h 'hl 
r(a Yh, b a )
In expanding the final term, we define Z as the infinite normalizing constant for
the improper prior p(Ak) Oc Ak-(d+1)/ 2 . As done implicitly in [93], we ignore the
term for the purpose of comparing models that all have the same improper prior for
these precision matrices, since the resulting negative variational free energy F for all
models will have this additive constant in common.
S
E D(q(Ak) p(Ak))
k=l
Wd(Ak; ak, Bk) log
log Z - log Z(ak,
Wd(Ak; ak, Bk) dA
Z-1-j|Ak- 'd+l)/2 k
Bk) + 2k q(Ak) { log Ak} - r(akB Bk)log Ak - tr(akB k Bk)
Nd
- SlogZ- 2d
S
+Ek=l
Nk
2 'q(Ak) {log Akj} - log Z(Nk, Bk)]
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G
= E
g=1
G
-= E
g=1
(4.36)
(2uh )
- bhy h1
(4.37)
IS-52k=-l
S
-= E
k= 1 I
(4.38)
2) log
,a-yh I b-M 7 U-
Many terms cancel in combining these subexpressions to yield the following for-
mula for F. The last three lines additionally cancel if this formula evaluated after
the update for q(A), q(y) and q(ca), but before the next update of q(w). This can be
shown using the formulas for Ak, bh and bag from these update steps.
d S(d - 1) (S + l)d 2p 1 G bap (a,)
= ( N log 7r 2 +-loglF 2~ 2 2 2log=+ b +log ag F(ap)
nF(a%,.Tu_2, $ Nk (N -(2 )+E lg (aYh bhu) + E [ log (Ak N + Elog( Nk - )l
h=1 k=1 i=
+I [tr(NkId - -XkWk)' (Yk - XkWk) + Qk))
+_ E ah (bEh [[() 2( ) (]ihih + [rk - wih])
h=l k=l ih
+ E ag bag - b 2-2 [ii+ ])g=l ig
Direct evaluation of J in the above formula is not practical, since is a large
(S + 1)d2p x (S + 1)d2p matrix. To mitigate this computational cost, we can partition
its inverse S-1 into a 2 x 2 block matrix just as we did in Equations 4.13 and
4.14. Since (-1)22 is block diagonal, the formula for blocked determinants given
in Equation B.24 simplifies considerably.
-1 -1 __ 1(1)11 - (~_1)2,(~_1)2-2(_1)2]_1l(~-)22 -1
S
-E =~ 1E1I I + k- (4.39)
k=l
This computation still involves the evaluation of (S + 1) determinants of d2p x d2p
matrices, which may themselves be large. In practice, we encountered numerical
problems since the determinant of an large invertible matrix may be zero (or infinity)
at floating-point precision, even though its logarithm may not. We can understand
why this happens by observing that the determinant is equivalent to the product
of eigenvalues, so that when there are many small eigenvalues, for instance, their
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product will be very small. To work around this numerical issue, we scale (rows
of) the matrix by the largest and/or smallest eigenvalues3 so that the computed
determinant falls within acceptable an range, and then undo the known scaling after
taking the logarithm of the result.
4.2 FFX-MAR Estimation
In this section, we present a VB algorithm for estimating the posterior of the FFX-
MAR model's real-valued parameters, including the MAR coefficients w0 and preci-
sion parameters A and a. We streamline this development since it follows a similar
pattern to that for the RFX-MAR model in the previous section.
As for the RFX-MAR model, it is useful to assume the posterior independence of
the precision parameters and the population MAR coefficients w0 . This posterior then
further factorizes, which can be shown by variational optimization using Equations
2.38 and 2.39.
S G
q(wo, A, a) m q(wo)q(A, o) = q(wo) I| q(Ak) I q(C9 ) (4.40)
k=1 g=1
Due to the form of the model priors and posterior assumptions, a free-form VB
algorithm for estimation of the FFX-MAR can be derived by variational optimization.
Its update steps are summarized below, and the complete algorithm is outlined Figure
4-2. The algorithm is initialized by subject-independent ML coefficient estimation just
as is that for the RFX-MAR model described in the previous section. This variational
fixed-point iteration is terminated when the absolute change in all components of the
posterior means of precision parameters, A and &, becomes very small, less than
10- 6. Convergence usually occurs in about 10 iterations.
3 These are computed using the eigs function in MATLAB which implements the ARPACK
toolbox [65].
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Set model structure M= (p, group())
Initialize posterior means A, &
Repeat until AAI, A&I < tolerance
Update q(wo) -- J(wo; Wo, 5o) (Equation 4.41)
Update q(A) ,-- 1s 1Wd(Ak; ak, Bk) (Equation 4.42)k= l I
Update q(ca) - FIgl1 Ga(ag; ag, bag) (Equation 4.43)
Compute F(M) (Equation 4.44)
Figure 4-2: Pseudocode for the VB estimation of the FFX-MAR model.
Update for q(wo) <-- /(Wo; Wo, i2o):
Ak - Ak XkXk
S
i0= +E
k=l
1Ak)
Update for q(A) +- H1k= Wd(Ak; ak, Bk):
Nk
fQk - E(Id([Xk].)E0(Id([Xk]n.)'
n=l
Bk = (Yk-XkWo)'(Yk-XkWo)+fk
Update for q(ct) ,- HG1 Ga(oag ; a, bag):
For each subject k = 1,..
wk -vec(X +Yk)
S
= S~o Z &kk
k=l
(4.41)
For each subject k = 1,.
(4.42)
Ak q(Ak){Ak} = akBk- 1
bOag = bp + 2i
ig
[ + ]
(4.43)
g - q(a){Og } - a b1
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ak - Nk
a9aag = ap + 
The following expression for the negative variational free energy F holds after the
update steps for q(A, a), but before the next update of q(w):
d S( 1) NP ± I b G P F ( ag)
[i N (log Nr) + + log I )1 (4 44)a
k=l i=O
4.3 IFX-MAR Estimation
Finally, we give a VB algorithm for estimating the posterior of the IFX-MAR model's
real-valued parameters, including the MAR coefficients wk and precision parameters
Ak and (ak, for all subjects k - 1, .. , S. This comprises the VB update steps derived
in [93, 50], which are applied to the data from each subject individually. We will
sketch the derivation of this algorithm, following a similar pattern to that for the
RFX-MAR and FFX-MAR models.
It is useful to assume the posterior independence of the precision parameters and
the MAR coefficients wk for each subject k. This posterior then further factorizes,
which can be shown by variational optimization using Equations 2.38 and 2.39.
G
q(wk, Ak, ak) q(wk)q(Ak, ack) = q(wk)q(Ak) H1 q(akg) (4.45)
g1
Due to the form of the model priors and posterior assumptions, a free-form VB
algorithm for estimation of the IFX-MAR can be derived by variational optimization.
Its update steps are summarized below, and the complete algorithm is outlined Figure
4-3. The algorithm is initialized by setting wk with the ML coefficient estimate for
each subject. The covariance of this estimator (see Section 2.1.6) is used to initialize
~k. The variational fixed-point iteration is terminated when the absolute change in
all components of the posterior means of precision parameters, Ak and ak, becomes
very small, less than 10-6. Convergence occurs in about 10 iterations for each subject.
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For each subject k = 1, . . , S
Set model structure Mk (Pk, group0k())
Initialize posterior means A, d
Repeat until AAk], ak1 < tolerance
Update q(wk) - NA(wk; Wk, k)
Update q(Ak) - WVd(Ak; ak, Bk)
Update q(ctk) 9+- =1 H Ga(Okg; aka,, bkcg)
Compute Fk(Mk)
(Equation 4.46)
(Equation 4.47)
(Equation 4.48)
(Equation 4.49)
Figure 4-3: Pseudocode for the VB estimation of the IFX-MAR model.
Update for q(wk) - /(wk; Wk, k)
Ak - Ak XkXk wk -vec(X+Yk)
kE (- + A) Wk = kAkWk
Update for q(A)k -- Wd(Ak; ak, Bk):
Nk
ak Nk lk (I d[Xk]n.)k(Id([Xk].-)'
n=l
Bk = (Yk-XkWk)'(Yk-XkWk)+Qk Ak -£q(Ak){Ak} = akBk
Update for q(ak) -- 1I= 1 Ga(akg; akag, bkas):
a kgaka, = ap + - 1
is
&kg -q(xkg) { kg} = aka, bkg
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(4.46)
(4.47)
(4.48)
The following expression for the negative variational free energy F holds after
the update steps for q(Ak, ak), but before the next update of q(wk). Note that this
expression differs slightly from the one given in [93] by an additive term -_ dNk log 7r,
due to a difference in our derivation of D (q(Ak)l lP(Ak)). For the purpose of model
comparison, this term has no impact on the results since d is constant for a given
network and Nk is constant for a given dataset.
d d- I d 2 1 G K'PF~b~ (akajFk =- 2 2 Nk log T + -- k- +- lotkI+ E log -k. 
g=1 bka (ap)
Nk d-1 INk- i" 49+-ylog AkNk+
+' log k + E log r ( 10 ) (4.49)
~~~22
i=0
Since the subject-specific model structures Ak are considered mutually indepen-
dent under the IFX-MAR model, the negative variational free energy F for the data
of all subjects is simply the sum of their individually-optimized Fk.
S
F(All, . .. , S) = Z Fk(Mk) (4.50)
k=1
4.4 Model Selection
As detailed in Section 2.3.3, since the VB algorithm maximizes a lower bound on the
evidence p(yl[M) of the model structure M, the optimized negative variational free
energy F(M) can be used to approximate the log posterior on model structure by
search over competing models [93, 74]. We use this framework to select among the
RFX-MAR, IFX-MAR and FFX-MAR models and their structural parameters, which
are held constant during the VB optimization algorithms that we just derived. In
particular, we fit a given multi-subject dataset y with each of the multi-subject models
presented in Chapter 3, over a variety of structural parameters settings. Inference is
then performed under the model with maximum approximate evidence F, since we
have no a priori preference for any model structure.
For the RFX-MAR model, the model structure A1 is parameterized by its discrete-
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valued parameters: the MAR model order p, the RFX structuring function group,),I
and the ARD structuring function group(). Recall that the model order p is the
number of past samples are used to regress the current sample of all data chan-
nels. The RFX structuring function determines which coefficients are associated with
the same inter-subject variances. The ARD structuring function determines which
population-level coefficients on the basis of their magnitude. The FFX-MAR and
IFX-MAR model have similar structural parameters.
We search the MAR order parameter p exhaustively over positive integer values,
up to some maximum. Since exhaustive search is not possible for the RFX and ARD
group functions, we follow [93] which suggests a semi-automatic, heuristic search
method for finding a structuring function likely to group coefficients appropriately.
These may include hand-tailored structurings, or generic ones such as those listed
below.
* Global: All coefficients are contained in a single group.
* Interaction: Coefficients corresponding to interactions between different chan-
nels, Aij (') for all i # j, are placed in a single group. The remaining parameters,
involved in within-series predictions, are placed in a second group.
* Lag: Coefficients A(i) corresponding to the same time lag i are placed in the
same group.
* Lag-Interaction: Coefficients corresponding to interactions between different
variables and to the same lag, Aij(l) for all i j, are placed in a single group.
Coefficients corresponding to self interactions for the same time lag, Aii(1) for
all variables i, are placed in another group.
* ARD Auto: After computing the posterior under the "global prior", the MAP
coefficient estimates are entered into a k-means clustering routine to group
coefficients for a new structuring function. The number of clusters G entertained
by the k-means algorithm may be chosen by search.
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* RFX Auto: After estimating the MAP coefficients using IFX-MAR analysis,
the sample variance for each coefficient is computed across the data subjects.
These variances are entered into a k-means clustering routine to produce groups
for a new structuring function. The number of clusters M entertained by the
k-means algorithm may be chosen by search.
4.5 Effective Connectivity Inference
We are principally interested in inferring which direct interactions between modeled
brain regions are non-zero within a population under experimental conditions. We
may also be interested in whether there is evidence in the measured data of directional
interactions between selected brain regions for specific subjects. Inference of either
kind is based on (marginalization of) the posterior of the population- and subject-level
coefficients q(w). Having selected a model structure by the VB maximum evidence
criterion, we can report on the population-level effective connectivity between regions
i and j by computing a statistic that relates to the posterior "plausibility" of A° (.) =
o under q(wo), where A9°(.) are the coefficients in w0 related to the direct influence
of variable i on j. We can report on subject-specific effective connectivity by similar
a posteriori analysis of A' (.), the coefficients in wk related to the direct influence of
variable i on j for subject k. These statistics can then be thresholded to produce a
map of effective connectivity, and the specificity of this inference can be approximated
by permutation methods.
4.5.1 Connectivity Statistics
In this section, we describe a method of Bayesian inference on model parameters
by means of which we can generate connectivity statistics under our multi-subject
MAR models. The background material is derived in large part from [7], pages 122-
126. We should note that the statistics which we will derive are analogous to those
suggested for single-subject MAR analysis in [50], where they are presented using the
terminology of hypothesis testing in a way that obscures their interpretation.
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The process of Bayesian inference is one of communicating information about
the posterior in a way that is easily interpretable. For many models, the posterior
is a multivariate function that cannot be visualized or interpreted except in some
summary manner. In the absence of problem-specific reason to do otherwise, the
parameter posterior can be summarized by using one or more Highest Probability
Density (H.P.D.) regions.
Definition. Let p(0 D) be a posterior density function where 0 denotes model pa-
rameters, and D the observed data. A region Rs in the parameter space of 0 is called
an H.P.D. region of content (1 - ) if
(a) Prp(OID){O e R.} = 1-ca
(b) p(O6 I D) > P(02 D), for all 01 E R and 02 R,
It is easily shown that for a given probability content, the H.P.D. region has the
smallest possible volume in the parameter space of 0, and is unique if the posterior
is non-uniform.
It may be of interest to infer whether a specific parameter value 00 can be dis-
counted a posteriori. In the classical statistical framework, inference of this kind is
made by a hypothesis test based on the distribution of some statistic under the null
hypothesis = 0o. In the Bayesian framework, one may address this kind of question
by reporting the complementary content a of the largest H.P.D. region for which the
parameter value in question 00 is excluded. This quantifies how remote 00 is from
regions of most substantial probability in parameter space. For instance, if 00 is not
included in H.P.D. regions of high content, we may infer 0 = 0o is implausible with
high confidence.
To test whether a specific parameter value 0o falls within the H.P.D. confidence
region of content (1 - a), we note that by the above definition, the event 0 E R is
equivalent to the event that p(0 D) > c, where c is some suitably chosen positive
constant. It follows that the parameter point 00 is covered by the H.P.D. region of
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content (1 - a) if and only if
Prp(oID){O: p(O D) >p(Oo D)} < 1- a (4.51)
The complementary content of the largest H.P.D. region which excludes a given
parameter value 00 can be calculated by replacing the inequality with an equality
in Equation 4.51. We will refer to this statistic as so, to avoid later confusion with
the precision parameters ac. For a generic posterior, the probability in Equation 4.51
can be evaluated by sampling from the posterior distribution p(0 D) and counting
the number of samples whose probability exceeds that of 0o. For instance, this is
necessitated for the purpose of inference in the Bayesian model averaging framework,
where the posterior is a mixture p(0l D) = EMP(0 D, M)p(MA) over models AlM.
By this method, we can generate a statistic so which quantifies the implausibility
of a null interaction between regions of interest at the population or subject levels. In
the VB framework that we have presented for estimation of our multi-subject MAR
models, the posterior of the direct influence functions A°j(.) and Akj(.) are Gaussian-
distributed, produced by marginalizing the posterior approximation q(w) .A(, E).
For a generic Gaussian posterior q(0) = A((0; t, Q) on parameters 0, it happens
that this statistic so can be computed in closed form, as a monotonically decreasing
function of the Mahalanobis distance from the posterior mode. When 0 E 3Wd and Q
is full-rank, we get the following formula.
so 1-Prq{0 : q() > q(0o)}
I - Prq {/Q- < oQ- 0o}
1 -X 2 (00 _ t)v (00 - t,)) (4.52)
The second line follows from the first since q(O) is monotonically decreasing in 6'Q-16,
where 0 0 - /t. The last line can be shown by the following argument. Let
Q- = QA-- 1Q' be the eigendecomposition of Q-1, and Q-2 QA- is its Cholesky
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Matrix, which whitens - - K/ (O, Id):
s, ~ ~~~~~ , Iq {-2 2} = 08q {-26O'-2} 1 1= 1
= A-2Q'QA 2A2Q'QA-2 = Id
Therefore, O'Q-1- is the sum of d squared, independent, zero-mean, unit variance
Normal random variables:
d
'-
2 ~2 0 0'_ X OlnQ~~-160~~ =61o-,~ o~-2 2 0d ~ (4.54)
i=1
4.5.2 Permutation Significance
Though it would be consistent with Bayesian methodology that inference be based
solely on these H.P.D.-based statistics so, questions inevitably arise about the signif-
icance of connectivity graphs presented by thresholding them. Therefore, we break
with Bayesian philosophy, and employ a resampling, or permutation, method [42] to
approximate this significance. By this method, the distribution of test statistics under
the null hypothesis (for instance, that A9°(.) = 0) is simulated by repeated random
re-labeling of observed data under exchangeability restrictions induced by the null hy-
pothesis, and re-estimation of test statistics. A re-labeling of observations produces
an unbiased approximation to the null distribution if the probability of the re-labeled
data under the null hypothesis is same as that of the data with their original labels.
To avoid confusion before proceeding, we should note that in spite of conceptual
and formulaic similarities, the connectivity statistic proposed in the previous section is
not a p-value, which is defined for a test statistic with respect to the null distribution
of a classical hypothesis test.4 In contrast, the statistic so is defined with respect to
an approximate posterior distribution.
For population inference about effective connectivity under the RFX-MAR model,
4 Specifically, it is the largest (smallest) significance level, or probability content of the null dis-
tribution over the rejection region, for which the null hypothesis is accepted (rejected) for a given
value of test statistic.
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the null hypothesis is that of a vanishing population mean for subject-specific coef-
ficients associated with inter-regional predictions. For any given interaction i j
under this null hypothesis, the mean A%°(-) should be invariant to random permuta-
tion of the sign of the subject-specific direct interaction functions A' (. ) .5 To simulate
this condition, we entertain random inversions of the sign of each region's time-series,
for each subject. By these inversions, coefficients involved in within-series predictions
will not change, either at the subject-level Aki(.), or at the population level A9°(-).
Nor will the magnitude of any of the subject-specific coefficients Wk. However, by
symmetry, the probability is 1/2 that the direct influence function for any interaction
i j will be inverted for any subject k. In practice, we aggregate the permutation
statistics for all channels to generate a single null distribution to evaluate the p-
values of all channels. Re-computation of test statistics is performed using the model
structure selected for the unpermuted data.
Strictly speaking, by the above method, we are simulating the distribution of test
statistics under the condition that AO°(.) 0 for all interactions i j simultane-
ously, not for each individually. While it may be possible to selectively invert the DIF
for a single interaction i - j by inversion of the "past" samples from region i used
to predict the "present" sample of region j (i.e. in the matrix Xj of Equation 2.24),
the computational expense of doing so for each interaction would be restrictive. Fur-
thermore, since each coefficient is treated independently under the RFX-MAR model,
bias due to this restriction is not likely large.
For subject-specific coefficients, the null hypothesis is that there is no causal inter-
action between regions. Assuming this, the time-index of any region's time-series can
be shifted without influencing the value of the interaction coefficients Ak(.), which
are zero. To simulate this condition, we generate permutations of the time-series
data and re-estimate the these subject-specific connectivity statistics. In particular,
we randomly sample circular translations of each of the d time-series for each subject
such that every pair of univariate time-series are shifted. This produces multivariate
5For exchangeability, the null hypothesis must also include symmetry in the distribution of
subject-specific coefficients about their mean [42].
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time-series whose univariate statistics are roughly unaffected, while removing causal
interactions between variables. To be rigorous, we ought to sample permutations of
the data only from the subject whose subject-specific connectivity we are testing, lest
we discount the regularizing influence that may come from the remaining subjects.
We should note that the observations are not strictly exchangeable under these
shift permutations. For one, these shifts also simulate an absence of instantaneous
interaction between regions (via the innovations precision Ak). Furthermore, the
circular shift introduces discontinuities where the beginning and ending of a shifted
time-series meet, across which prediction should not occur. Nevertheless, we are
satisfied with this as method for approximate evaluation of significance.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we developed an approximate Bayesian framework for estimation and
inference under our multi-subject MAR models. In this framework, the variational
Bayesian algorithm is used to estimate the posterior density of all real-valued model
parameters, and to produce an approximation to the log evidence, termed the negative
variational free energy F, which can be used to select among discrete-valued struc-
tural model parameters. We include among these structural parameters the choice of
RFX-MAR, FFX-MAR or IFX-MAR modeling. Connectivity inference is performed
under the model with maximum approximate evidence by means of H.P.D.-based
statistics. The population-level connectivity statistic for each inter-regional interac-
tion quantifies the posterior implausibility that the associated population coefficients
are uniformly zero. We approximate p-values for these statistics by permutation
methods.
This chapter completes the technical development of the thesis. In the next chap-
ter, we demonstrate the proposed framework on real and synthetic multi-subject data.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results
This chapter presents the results of estimating the multi-subject MAR models of
Chapter 3 with the VB algorithms of Chapter 4. First, we validate the estimation
algorithms using artificial data, and generate guidelines for the amount of data neces-
sary for reliable estimation of model parameters. Then we report connectivity analysis
of multi-subject functional time-series from EEG and fMRI.
5.1 Artificial Data
With the following summary of our experiments on MAR data for which the true
model is known, we demonstrate the performance of our multi-subject MAR models
for different model orders p, degrees of inter-subject variation in MAR coefficients,
number of subjects S, and number of samples per subject Nk. This includes perfor-
mance in estimating real-valued model parameters such as the population coefficients
w0 , as well as in selecting structural parameters such as the model order p using the
VB approximate evidence criterion.
We report results for three different classes of multi-subject data. In Section 5.1.1,
we fix the population mean w0 of the MAR coefficients, and sample subject specific
MAR coefficients w about it with different amounts of inter-subject variability. With
these data, we demonstrate that RFX-MAR modeling is able to adapt to different
amount of inter-subject variability, producing comparable results to those of FFX-
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MAR and IFX-MAR analysis both when subjects are similar and when they are
different. In Section 5.1.2, we sample subjects about two different coefficient means
to show the performance of RFX-MAR analysis when the true population density is
bimodal. In Section 5.1.3, we show the results of our analysis when subjects do not
share any dynamical structure. This further emphasizes the ability of the RFX-MAR
model to adapt to subject-independent scenarios.
In fitting each of the RFX-MAR, IFX-MAR and FFX-MAR models for all of
these experiments, we searched over the following structural parameter settings for
the model order, RFX structuring function and ARD structuring function:
p = , R. (, 5
group, = {global, interaction, RFX auto (H=2, 3, 4)}
group, = {global, interaction, ARD auto (G=2, 3, 4)}
These structural parameters are defined in Chapter 3. The settings for the structuring
function are defined in Section 4.4.
5.1.1 One Population
For these experiments, we fixed a single MAR(3) model wo = vec(W0) with the
sparse inter-variable connectivity graph shown in Figure 5-1:
1 1
A° ( ) 1 1 1
W0 - A(2) , () =0.1 I , 1,...,3a51
A0(3) 1
About this mean, we sampled S = {5, 10,20} stable MAR models with global inter-
subject coefficient standard deviation y-1/2 = {0.14, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.001}. From
each of these subject-level models Wk, we produced Nk = {50,100,250,500} samples
of d 5 dimensional MAR(3) data using noise precision Ak = Id. All non-zero coef-
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Figure 5-1: The ground-truth inter-variable connectivity of the population mean in the
experiments of Section 5.1.1. In the matrix representation, element (i, j) is colored black
when the influence that variable i exerts on variable j is non-zero, i.e. A9 (1) $ 0 for some
lag 1. In the graph representation, self-interactions have been omitted for clarity.
ficients in wo have the same value 0.1 so that the model order p = 3 is unambiguous,
and so that the inter-subject variance y-1/2, and RMS MAP coefficient estimation
error, can be interpreted relative to this coefficient magnitude. In particular, the SNR
for estimation of the non-zero population coefficients ranges from 0.1lVj = 1/1\ to
100.
Note that we have only generated a single sample of data for each setting of
(S, Nk, -y). While it would be appropriate to generate multiple samples and report
the distribution of estimated statistics, doing so was impractical given the amount of
processing required for each sample. Nevertheless, the sensible trends we will observe
from samples over multiple settings of (S, Nk, 7) speak to the generality of these
analyses.
We start by comparing the performance of the RFX-, FFX- and IFX-MAR models
in estimating the MAR coefficient and precision parameters under their MAP struc-
tural parameters. Then we present results that demonstrate the performance of the
negative variational free energy F in selecting among structural parameters for the
models, as well as among the three types of multi-subject models themselves.
RFX-MAR Coefficient Estimation
The posterior of the MAR coefficients, especially at the population level, is of pri-
mary interest since its sufficient statistics parameterize effective connectivity statis-
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tics. For example, in Figure 5-2, we show the posterior for the population coefficients
w0 Af(w0 , (0oo)) for each of the five highest evidence RFX-MAR model structures
given artificial data with (S, Nk, y-1/2 ) = (20,250, 0.1). For this figure, subplot (i,j)
shows the posterior mean and 95% H.P.D.-content error bars for the population DIF
coefficients A°(.) in a different color for each model structure. Therefore, the sub-
plots are laid out in the format of a connectivity matrix, with the "from" channels
arranged vertically, and the "to" channels arranged horizontally. The subplot (i, j)
contains a representation of the posterior mean and variance of each population-level
coefficient associated with the directed interaction i j, plotted in a different color
for each the five model structures with highest approximated evidence F. Specifically,
the posterior mean is indicated by the centerline connecting the vertical bars, and the
bar shows an interval centered on that mean with height approximately 3 times the
posterior variance. Furthermore, the background of subplot (i, j) is colored black if
the mean connectivity statistic s0 for the condition A%(.) - 0 (see Equation 4.52),
averaged over the five model structures, is less than le-4.
Two features of Figure 5-2 are notable. First, the population coefficients have
been reliably recovered, since we see that the posterior means is correctly about 0.1 for
non-zero coefficients, and is about 0 otherwise (see Equation 5.1 in which we defined
the population coefficients). Consequently, the true connectivity structure has been
recovered exactly, as shown by the coloration of the subplots. Second, the coefficient
posteriors and connectivity statistics for these five model structures are quite similar,
suggesting that inference may not be affected materially by the selection of a single
model structure, rather than averaging over multiple structures. We report on the
generality of these observations for different data qualities in Figures 5-3, 5-4 and 5-5.
Figure 5-3 shows the RMS MAP estimation error for the population- and subject-
level coefficients due to RFX-MAR analysis for various settings of (S, Nk, -'/ 2 ).
Observe that inter-subject variability decreases moving left-to-right over the subplots.
Inspection of these plots suggests that estimation of the population coefficients (top)
improves uniformly with both the number of subjects S and the number of samples per
subject Nk, whereas estimation of the subject-level coefficients (bottom) depends on
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Figure 5-2: The posterior of the population-level coefficients under the five best RFX-
MAR model structures, for artificial data with S = 20, Nk = 250 and y-1/ 2 = 0.1.
S more strongly as the inter-subject variability decreases, so that the population prior
has a stronger regularizing effect. Note that the RMS error is between approximately
0.01 and 0.04 at the population level, and between 0.01 and 0.06 at the subject level,
for S > 10 and Nk > 250.
Similarly, Figure 5-4 shows the minimum probability of error for differentiation
of population-level connections from non-connections by thresholding the connectiv-
ity statistic so for each connection, under the RFX-MAR model. Error rates are
consistently less than 5% for S > 10 and Nk > 250.
Lastly, Figure 5-5 summarizes the absolute differences in the posterior sufficient
statistics of q(w) - NAf(, E) for the RFX-MAR model structures having the two
largest approximate evidence F. The very small size of these differences (less than
0.004 for S > 10 and Nk 2 250) for indicates that using model selection, rather than
model averaging, does not materially influence connectivity inference for these data.
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Figure 5-4: The minimum probability of error for differentiation of population-level
connections from non-connections using the RFX-MAR model.
Comparison with FFX-MAR and IFX-MAR
We also compare the quality of coefficient estimation by RFX-MAR analysis with
that of FFX- and IFX-MAR analysis, to highlight the advantage of estimating the
inter-subject variability, rather than fixing it at some extremal value.
Figure 5-6 shows the RMS MAP estimation error for population-level coefficients
wo due to FFX-MAR analysis, relative to that due to RFX-MAR analysis, such that a
value +0.10 indicates that the error under the FFX-MAR mode was 10% larger than
that under RFX-MAR. A red (purple) color indicates the RFX-MAR analysis was
superior (inferior). These results suggest that the estimation of inter-subject variation
by RFX-MAR analysis is not compromised, and may be improved, by estimation of
the population coefficients wo relative to the more parsimonious FFX-MAR model,
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Figure 5-5: The logo10 average absolute difference between corresponding terms of
the sufficient statistics of q(w) , N'(w', E) for the two models having the largest
approximate evidence F under RFX-MAR.
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Figure 5-6: The RMS MAP estimation error for population-level coefficients due to
FFX-MAR analysis, relative to that due to RFX-MAR analysis.
though estimation is less reliable when the sample size Nk = {50, 100} is small.
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 5-7, the RMS MAP estimation error due to
FFX-MAR analysis of subject-level coefficients wk increases substantially (as much as
100% in these experiments) relative to RFX-MAR analysis, as inter-subject variance
increases. Similarly, Figure 5-8 show that when subjects have very similar dynamical
structure, estimation of subject-level coefficients is drastically improved by inter-
subject regularization under the RFX-MAR model relative to IFX-MAR subject-
independent modeling.
RFX-MAR Variability Estimation
Recall that these artificial datasets are constructed so that every subject-specific
coefficient [Wk]I is associated with the same inter-subject variability, parameterized
by precision y. Since the optimal RFX-MAR model structure may specify more than
one RFX variability group (and thus H > 1 inter-subject precisions yh, h = 1,..., H),
we summarize the accuracy of estimation of these precisions by reporting the MAP
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Figure 5-7: The RMS MAP estimation error for subject-level coefficients due to FFX-
MAR analysis, relative to that due to RFX-MAR analysis.
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Figure 5-8: The RMS MAP estimation error for subject-level coefficients due to IFX-
MAR analysis, relative to that due to RFX-MAR analysis.
estimate Yh for group h which produces the worst estimate of the true value y. These
results are shown in Figure 5-9. Note that this figure reports the worst estimate on
a logarithmic scale as log(,q{7h1Y,1/2), so the true inter-subject variability is listed on
the same scale in the title of each subplot for comparison. We observe that estimation
is accurate across values of -y for S > 10 and Nk > 250.
Figure 5-10 shows the RMS MAP estimation error for intra-subject variability,
which is parameterized by noise precisions A under RFX-MAR. We omit comparison
to IFX-MAR and FFX-MAR for brevity, but they yielded RMS error values within
±2% for almost all sample sizes except Nk = 50.
Model Structure Selection
The second level of inference involves selection of the structural parameters of each of
the multi-subject models using the VB maximum evidence criterion. For the RFX-
MAR model, the structural parameters are the model order p, the RFX structuring
group,(), and the ARD structuring group,(). Since there is no ground truth for the
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Figure 5-10: The logo10 RMS MAP estimation error for noise precision parameters A
under RFX-MAR.
ARD structuring, we will focus on selection of model order and RFX structuring
across data of differing sample sizes and degrees of inter-subject variability.
As suggested in Figure 5-11, the IFX-MAR model most robustly recovers the
optimal MAR model order p = 3 for these data, and the RFX-MAR model performs
well when the number of samples per subject is Nk = {250, 500}. Overestimation of p
by RFX-MAR analysis for small sample sizes may be due to an issue of identifiability:
if all but a few of the large-lag coefficients are assigned the same RFX group, their
means and associated standard deviation yh 1/2 will be estimated close to zero; thus,
with a modest increase in model complexity, the model order p may increase to
improve estimates of a few coefficients. The systematic overestimation of model order
due to FFX-MAR analysis, especially for large inter-subject variability, is likely due
to the simplicity of the model (fitting a single set of coefficients for all subjects) and
its mismatch to data. As a result, there is a greater impetus to increase the number
of model parameters (via model order) to fit the data.
Under the RFX-MAR model, the true RFX structuring for these data, "global",
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Figure 5-11: The MAP MAR model order ' under
(middle), and FFX-MAR (bottom).
4.5 5
RFX-MAR (top), IFX-MAR
and the "RFXauto(2)" structuring were most commonly MAP (see Figure 5-12), and
the former consistently had the second largest posterior probability even if it was not
maximal. In various experiments on different data and using different priors on -7, we
found that the "RFXauto(2)" structuring, which has two variation groups (H = 2),
is often MAP even when the data was generated with H = 1, as in this case. It
may be that this overfitting is not discouraged due to the large number of coefficients
(i.e. Sd2p) with which a small number of precisions are being estimated. We do not
believe that this discrepancy has a material effect on connectivity inference because
even with H = 2 variation groups, estimates are of the right order of magnitude as
shown in Figure 5-9; and because the differences between the sufficient statistics of
q(wlgroup, = global) and q(wlgroup., = RFXauto(2)) are of a small magnitude, as
shown in Figures 5-2 and 5-5.
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Figure 5-12: The MAP RFX structuring group, under RFX-MAR.
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Figure 5-13: The difference in estimated model evidence (FRFX - FIFX) (top) and
(FRFx - FFFX) (bottom). The color scale is saturated at +5 since a difference of 5
in log-evidence is equivalent to a small evidence exp(-5) < 0.01 for the less probable
model relative to that of the more probable model.
Meta-Model Selection
The final level of inference involves selection among the multi-subject MAR models,
RFX-MAR, FFX-MAR and IFX-MAR. With a uniform prior on this meta model
structure, the approximate Bayes factor is the difference in the negative variational
free energy F for each meta-model. Figure 5-13 shows the differences (FRFx -FIFx)
and (FRFx- FFFX) in approximate model evidence between the RFX-MAR model
and the IFX-MAR and FFX-MAR models, respectively. RFX-MAR is selected over
FFX-MAR (indicated by red coloration) for all but small 7- 1/2 = {0.01, 0.001} where
wk 0 w0 . Evidence for IFX-MAR is uniformly smallest. We can understand this
even when inter-subject variability 7-'/ 2 is quite large, since the IFX-MAR model
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Figure 5-14: The ground-truth inter-variable connectivity of the two population
means in experiments of Section 5.1.2.
has many more free parameters than does RFX-MAR.
5.1.2 Two Populations
For these experiments, we fixed two MAR(3) population means, w0 and w ), with
sparse inter-variable connectivity, and sharing some (non-)connectivity structure.
Their respective connectivity matrices are shown in Figure 5-14 and the corresponding
population-level autoregressive matrices are
A(1)(1) - 0.1
1
1 1
1 1
1 1
A(2) (1) - 0.1
for 1 = 1,..., 3. About each of these population models, we sampled S = {5, 10, 15}
stable MAR coefficients Wk with global inter-subject coefficient standard deviation
Y-0.5 = {0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.001}. From each of these subject-level models, we produced
Nk = {50, 100,250, 500} samples of d = 5 dimensional MAR(3) data using noise
precision Ak = Id. All non-zero coefficients in w(1) and w have the same value 0.1
so the model order is unambiguous.
The results of fitting each population independently under a separate RFX-MAR
model yielded similar results to those described in Section 5.1.1. In this section we
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Figure 5-15: The RMS, MAP estimation error for subject-level coefficients due to
IFX-MAR modeling, relative to that due to modeling both populations under the
same RFX-MAR model. A value +0.20 indicates that the error under the IFX-MAR
model was 20% larger than under the combined RFX-MAR model.
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Figure 5-16: The MAP "RFXauto(2)" inter-subject variation group assignments for
MAR coefficients due to modeling both populations under a single RFX-MAR model,
for 7 = 0.05, S = 30, Nk = 500.
focus on behavior of the RFX-MAR analysis given an example of a bimodal population
density.
Comparison with IFX-MAR Analysis
Even when these two disparate populations are entered into the same RFX-MAR
model, coefficient estimation at the subject level is still improved over that of IFX-
MAR analysis. This is shown in Figure 5-15 which plots the RMS MAP estimation
for the subject-level coefficients due to IFX-MAR analysis, relative to that due to
modeling population populations with a single RFX-MAR model. In this figure, a
red value of +0.20 indicates that the IFX-MAR error was 20% higher.
This effect is likely due to similarities in the coefficient means of both popula-
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Figure 5-17: The difference (F1 + F2) - F12 , where F1 and F2 are the approximate
evidence of independent RFX-MAR modeling of each population, and F12 is that for
RFX-MAR modeling of the data from both populations together.
tions and our optimization over RFX structuring. For larger S and Nk, it is evident
that the "RFXauto(2)" structuring (which was uniformly MAP) captures the two
inter-subject variances that are induced by commonalities and differences in coeffi-
cients across the two populations. For instance, in Figure 5-16, we show the MAP
RFX group assignments for the dataset with S = 30 subjects, Nk = 500 samples
per subject, and intra-population, inter-source variance y-0.5 = 0.05. Group as-
signments are organized as MAR matrices Ak(l), 1 = 1, 2, 3, and indicated by color.
Note that these assignments for the coefficients of each lag Ak(1) are approximately
the exclusive-OR of the ground truth connectivity structure of the two populations
shown in Figure 5-14. Most coefficients in the green group have the same value in
both population models, and have an estimated inter-subject coefficient standard de-
viation eq{,'y 0 5 } - 0.046 which is close to the true value of y-0.5 = 0.05 for each
population. On the other hand, the red coefficients, which generally have different
value across populations, are associated with a larger value Eq{2-0.5 } M 0.078 that
includes the inter-subject and inter-population variation. Since the RFX structuring
has captured similarity across the populations, these similar coefficients are regular-
ized across subjects preferentially.
Population Comparison
To evaluate the utility of the VB evidence estimate F in deciding whether to model
two populations jointly or separately, we fit the data from both populations separately
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Figure 5-18: The minimum error rate for differentiating connections which are the
same in both populations from those which are different.
and together with a single RFX-MAR model. Figure 5-17 shows that the evidence
F 12 for the incorporation of data from both populations into a single RFX-MAR
model is generally lower than the evidence (F1 + F2) for modeling the data from each
population separately with an independent RFX-MAR model. The evidence for IFX-
MAR and FFX-MAR modeling of all the data is uniformly less than that of both
joint and separate RFX-MAR modeling of the two populations.
We also attempted to infer for which interactions the two populations differed.
We did so by fitting each with an independent RFX-MAR model, and generating
H.P.D.-based statistics (as discussed in Section 4.5.1) which report the posterior im-
plausibility of A (') - A ) (.) = 0, for each pair of variables (i, j). Figure 5-18 shows
that for S > 10 (per population) and Nk > 250, the two populations are reliably dis-
tinguished by this method, with a minimum error rate of less than 12% for S > 10,
Nk > 250.
5.1.3 Independent Subjects
Finally, we investigated RFX-MAR modeling under circumstances where the subjects
are truly independent. To this end, we randomly generated S = {2,5, 10, 20} sta-
ble MAR models of orders p = {1, 2, 3, 4} by randomly drawing coefficients from
a Laplacian density with variance 0.4. From each of these, we produced Nk =
{50, 100, 250, 500} samples of MAR(p) data of dimension d = 5 using noise preci-
sion Ak = Id-
As suggested in Figure 5-19, the RFX-MAR and IFX-MAR models perform sim-
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Figure 5-19: The RMS MAP estimation error of subject-specific coefficients due to
IFX-MAR modeling of independent subjects, relative to that due to RFX-MAR anal-
ysis.
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Figure 5-20: The difference in model evidence (FRFx-FIFx) for independent subjects.
ilarly on this type of data, yielding subject-level coefficient RMS estimation errors
within about 5% of each other (with rare exceptions at small small sizes). The es-
timated log-evidence of RFX-MAR was typically greater than that for IFX-MAR,
as we would expect since the former is a more parsimonious model (Figure 5-20).
The evidence for the FFX-MAR model was relatively insignificant. RFX-MAR and
IFX-MAR analysis were also consistent in yielding the correct MAP model order p
as shown in Figure 5-21. The robustness of MAR order estimation is likely due to
the coefficient sampling scheme which regularly produces relatively large coefficients
at both early and late lags.
5.1.4 Guidelines for Sample Size
Formal analysis of estimation efficiency involves derivation of the moments of esti-
mators. Doing so for the RFX-MAR model is complicated due to model priors and
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Figure 5-21: The RFX-MAR MAP model order p for independent subjects.
our variational estimation routine. Instead, we rely on the results for artificial data
summarized in the preceding sections to give heuristics regarding the amount of data
necessary for reliable estimation. In these artificial experiments, we found that per-
formance of the RFX-MAR model was good when the number of subjects S is greater
than or equal to 10, and the number of samples per subject Nk is greater than or
equal to 250, for d = 5 and p = 3. Since population mean and variance depend
principally on the number of subjects S in a study, we conclude that S ; 10 is suffi-
cient for estimation of these quantities under ideal circumstances. Furthermore, since
estimation of the d2(p + 1) subject-specific parameters depends principally on the
total number of samples Nkd, we suggest that RFX-MAR analysis is reliable when
the ratio of these quantities Nk/d(p + 1) . 12.5. Of course, these guidelines will vary
if signals that are fundamentally autoregressive, are further corrupted by unmodeled
noise processes.
5.2 EEG Data
In this section, we report our analysis of multi-subject EEG time-series collected dur-
ing an event-related (ERP) picture presentation task. These data are freely available
on the web from the UCI Knowledge Discovery Database (http://kdd.ics.uci.edu), to
which they were provided by Henri Begleiter of the Neurodynamics Laboratory at the
State University of New York Health Center at Brooklyn. In spite of the limitations
of EEG time series, which comprise measurements taken at the scalp, we focus on
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this dataset due to the large number of subjects (S > 40) it includes. As such, these
data provided an opportunity to demonstrate not only our methodology, but also
its reproducibility, since we could conduct group connectivity inference on disjoint
subsamples of the subjects.
5.2.1 Data Description
The experimental protocol and data collection process are described in [116] and
on the website of the UCI knowledge discovery database. We summarize important
details here.
The dataset contains measurements from 64 electrodes placed on the scalps of
over 40 healthy subjects at standard positions (as shown in Figure 5-22) during a
repeated picture presentation task. Scalp potentials were sampled at 256 Hz and
bandpass filtered between 0.02 and 50 Hz. For these analyses, we include only novel
picture presentations (the "SI" type event). For each event, one of a collection of
90 pictures of objects from the 1980 Snodgrass and Vanderwart picture set [106] was
displayed for 300ms. For the purpose of connectivity analysis, we selected 6 channels
from anatomically distinct regions showing high surface energy (surface Laplacian of
scalp potential field) as analyzed by the original authors [116]. These channels were
from the frontal (F5, F6), temporal (T7, T8), and parietal (P3, P4) regions in both
hemispheres.
5.2.2 Connectivity Analysis
In our first experiment with these data, we selected 20 subjects, and held out the
remaining ones for later reproducibility analysis. From each of these, we used 1
second of data. An example of these time series are shown in Figure 5-22.
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Figure 5-22: (Left) Standard EEG electrode positions and labels as designated by the
American EEG Society (Image Copyright 1990 American Electroencephalographic
Society). (Right) EEG time-series from six of these channels in one subject.
Model Selection
We performed RFX-MAR, FFX-MAR, and IFX-MAR analysis of these data, search-
ing all combinations of the following structural parameter settings (when applicable):
group= {global, interacti n, RFX auto (H=2, 3, 4)...,6}
group, = {global, interaction, RFX auto (H=2, 3, 4)1
group,= {global, interaction, ARD auto (G=2, 3, 4)}
As shown in Figure 5-23, the RFX-MAR model was selected for these data over
FFX-MAR and IFX-MAR using the VB maximum evidence criterion. Its selected
model structure was p = 5, group, = groupa = interaction, which was consistent with
the most common model order estimated by subject-independent analysis of the data.
Figure 5-23 shows the model order p selection criterion, and Figure 5-24 shows the
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Figure 5-23: The approximate evidence F for the multi-subject MAR models (left)
and for the RFX-MAR model order p (right) on EEG data for S = 20 subjects.
Note that F is plotted for the model order for the RFX and ARD structuring with
maximum evidence at p = 5.
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Figure 5-24: The "interaction" RFX variance structuring was selected for RFX-MAR
analysis of the EEG datasets. It is shown in the format of the MAR coefficients
matrices Ak(1), 1 = 1,...,p. The same structuring was selected for the ARD groups.
selected RFX and ARD group assignments. Note that within-channel coefficients are
shown in red, and cross-channel coefficients are labeled green. The posterior mean
of the inter-subject standard deviation of coefficients involved with within-channel
predictions was ^-1/2 = 0.027, whereas that for coefficients involved in cross-channel
prediction was ~21/2 = 0.007.
Connectivity Inference
The posterior of the population-level coefficients is shown in Figure 5-25. The axes of
all subplots are identical, highlighting the fact that the coefficients for within-channel
predictions are larger than those for inter-channel prediction. This is consistent with
the interpretation that the past of a channel is more predictive of itself than is the past
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Figure 5-25: (Left) The posterior of the population-level direct influence functions
AP.(-) (plotted as 99% H.P.D.-content error bars) given the RFX-MAR structural
parameters with maximum F for the EEG dataset. The background of subplot (i, j)
is colored black when the connectivity statistic for A9 (.) - 0 is less than 10- 15 ,
indicating evidence of a non-zero predictive interaction. (Right) The corresponding
effective connectivity graph, in which within-channel interactions were omitted for
clarity.
of other channels. This structure was also captured by the selected ARD "interaction"
groupings.
We computed connectivity statistics using Equation 4.52 to assess evidence of a
non-zero Granger causal interaction between each pair of channels. The background of
each subplot in Figure 5-25 was colored by thresholding the statistic for the associated
interaction at level so < 10-15, with black indicating evidence of a Granger causal
interaction. Structure in the histogram of these statistics (shown in the left pane of
Figure 5-26) suggests that this is a reasonable threshold. A graphical representation
of the inferred connectivity pattern is shown on the right of Figure 5-25, arranged
in accordance with the physical arrangement of the electrodes. Recall that EEG
channels with odd (even) index are in the left (right) hemisphere. This graph indicates
that channels that are spatially closer interact to a greater degree under the MAR
model. While the neuroscientific significance of these results would need to be further
evaluated by EEG practitioners, this pattern is intuitively satisfying.
To appraise the specificity of this analysis, we approximated a null distribution of
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Figure 5-26: (Left) The distribution of population connectivity statistics for the EEG
study. The dark histogram corresponds to interactions colored black in Figure 5-25,
whereas the light histogram is formed from the white-colored interactions. Note that
dark histogram contains interactions whose connectivity statistics are greater than all
those observed in the permutation null distribution. (Right) The permutation-based
null distribution for these connectivity statistics, composed of 12, 000 samples ranging
from 2.2e-14 to 1.
these statistics by repeating analysis on 400 permuted version of the data as described
in Section 4.5.2. This yielded 400 d(d - 1) = 12,000 samples of population-level
connectivity statistics for interactions whose population mean is unlikely to differ
significantly from zero. These are histogrammed in the right pane of Figure 5-26,
and the correspondence between connectivity statistics and approximate p-values is
tabulated in Table 5.1. It is worth noting that all the plausible non-zero connections
shown by these data had connectivity statistics whose value was less than the smallest
produced by null permutations (2.2e-14). This may be due to the number of samples
used to produce the histogram or other limitations in our null approximation. The
p-values for these connections are reported as less than 1/12,000 = 8e-5.
5.2.3 Reproducibility
While evaluating the specificity of our inferential methods by permutations is valuable,
it does not speak directly to the question of whether the use of our hierarchical model
can provide connectivity information which generalizes to the sampling distribution
from which studied subjects were drawn. To investigate this generality, we repeat
the analysis described above for S=20 different subjects provided in the dataset. As
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Table 5.1: The connectivity statistic (top) and the permutation p-value (bottom) for
each interaction.
shown in Figure 5-27, the population-level posterior and effective connectivity pattern
are very similar.
Furthermore, we repeated our analyses on 100 random sampling of S=20 subjects
from the database, and found the results to be quite reproducible. In Table 5.2,
we show that the variability of sufficient statistics Wo, V(0) of the population-level
posterior is small relative to their magnitude across these resamplings. In Figure 5-28,
we show histograms of connectivity statistics for each interaction generated by this
resampling. Note that their distributions are generally centered at small values (to
the left of the green dotted lines) for plausible connections (colored black), but are
centered at large values for implausible connections. To evaluate whether the relative
ordering of the statistics is reproducible across interactions (which speaks to the
reproducibility of the thresholded effective connectivity graph), we fixed the ground
truth connectivity displayed in Figure 5-25, and computed the minimum number
classification errors produced across all resamplings. As shown in Figure 5-29, we
found that more than 80% of the resamplings would reproduce the connectivity graph
if thresholded at the right level. Other reasonable connectivity graphs were less
reproducible as indicated by this method.
5.2.4 Inter-subject Regularization
Few variables were found to be interacting when the same data was modeled in a
subject-independent manner, except when a larger sample of the data was included
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Figure 5-27: The posterior of the population-level direct influence functions A.(.-) for
S = 20 different subjects than those for which the DIFs in Figure 5-25 were estimated.
The background of subplot (i, j) is colored black when the connectivity statistic for
A9 (.) = 0 is less than 10- 15 .
Average over
DIFs for:
Within-Channel Prediction
Plausible Connections
Implausible Connections
Posterior Mean w0o
Magnitude
0.93
0.10
0.03
Std. Dev.
0.043
0.022
0.016
Posterior Cov. (O")
Magnitude
1.0e-03
5.0e-04
4.8e-04
Table 5.2: The average variation in the sufficient statistics of the population-
coefficient posterior across 100 random re-samplings of 20 subjects. These are re-
ported by averaging the standard deviation for coefficients associated with within-
channel predictions, plausible connections, and implausible connections separately,
because the magnitude of the coefficients in these classes appear to be different.
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Figure 5-29: (Left) Assuming the connectivity graph inferred from the 20-subject
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classification error (out of 30 cross-channel interactions) for each of the 100 random
20-subject resamplings. (Right) Assuming a different connectivity graph, for instance
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Figure 5-30: (Left) The posterior of the subject-specific direct influence functions
Ak (.) due to IFX-MAR analysis of a single subject. (Right) The mean MAR param-
eters generated by incorporating 20 seconds of data from this single subject in an
RFX-MAR model. In this case, the RFX layer is capturing inter-trial variability for
a single subject, not inter-subject variability.
for each subject. We show this by example in Figure 5-30, in which the left plot
summarizes the subject-level posterior and connectivity statistics due to IFX-MAR
analysis of one second of data collected from a single subject. There is little indication
of predictive interactions among channels in these data. However, when we model 20
seconds of data from the same subject, we see evidence of inter-channel prediction
that is similar to that shown by our original multi-subject analysis. This result points
to the cross-subject regularizing effect that joint modeling of multiple subjects can
have, that may elucidate more subtle connectivity patterns in the data.
5.2.5 Discussion
In these experiments we have demonstrated our multi-subject analysis on event-
related EEG time-series. We further evaluated the generality of our population-level
connectivity inference by resampling from a large set of subjects, and by showing
reproducibility on two disjoint sets of subjects. It is interesting to note that we ob-
served evidence of regularization in coefficient estimation across subjects due to their
joint modeling. This is a potential advantage of generative population modeling over
subject-independent analysis when the number of subjects is large, but the data col-
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lected for each subject is limited, since it may enable the detection of more subtle
connectivity effects that would otherwise be hidden.
5.3 Language fMRI
The gross organization of the human language system is well understood. In about
96% of people, and in an even greater percentage of right-handed subjects, two re-
gions in the left hemisphere are largely responsible for language processing related
to grammar, the lexicon, phonemic assembly and phonetic production [24]. These
are Wernicke's and Broca's area, which reside in the posterior superior temporal lobe
and in the inferior frontal gyrus, respectively. Wernicke's area is primarily responsible
for language interpretation, and Broca's area, for language production. These and
other related regions are known to interact via a bidirectional pathway known as the
arcuate fasciculus [24].
Language circuitry has been studied using fMRI, and functional connectivity (cor-
relation) based on fMRI has been observed between Broca's and Wernicke's areas [47].
In this section, we report our evaluation of effective connectivity (prediction) in lan-
guage areas based on event-related fMRI collected from multiple subjects during a
visually-cuedl antonym generation task. We perform separate RFX-MAR analysis on
homologous regions of interest in the left and right hemispheres in the same subjects
to compare ROI connectivity across the cerebral hemisphere and to evaluate patterns
consistent with left-dominant language function.
5.3.1 Data Description
The data in this study were collected and pre-processed by Drs. Ralph Suarez and
Alex Golby at the Brigham and Woman's Hospital, in Boston, MA. Seven healthy,
right-handed subjects, who denied any history of neurological disorders were scanned.
Following the acquisition of anatomical reference images, functional, echo-planar in-
ages were acquired (TR- 1,000 msec, FOV=240mm x 240mm, 64 x 64 axial slices with
in-plane resolution 3.75mmx3.75mm, slice thickness-5mm, 16 slices). During func-
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Figure 5-31: Time series from ROIs in both hemispheres in a single subject.
tional acquisition subjects responded to a word presented on a screen by speaking its
antonym. During the 420 second protocol, 50 words were presented with randomized
timing (average inter-stimulus interval = 8.4 seconds). The same protocol was used
for all subjects.
Data processing was performed using SPM2 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/)
and included motion correction, normalization into MNI atlas space [26], and spatial
smoothing with 8mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. Protocol-related activity was detected
using a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF), including a delay regressor,
and using discrete-cosine-transform detrending with 128-second cutoff period. Rep-
resentative time series (shown in Figure 5-31) were extracted from four homologous
regions of interest (ROI) in both hemispheres by averaging time series from the 20
most active voxels in the following Brodmann areas (defined in MNI atlas space).
Brodmann Areas
BA 17
BA 40 & 22
BA 44 & 45
BA 6
Description
Primary Visual Cortex
Wernicke's Area (left hemisphere)
Broca's Area (left hemisphere)
Primary Motor Cortex
Under the Wernicke-Geschwind model of the human language system (which is
known to be overly parsimonious) [24], we would expect the antonym-generation
protocol to evoke the following pattern of causal influence:
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We accept this and the expected preponderance for left-dominant language processing
in our test population as ground-truths and therefore the basis for evaluating our
subsequent effective connectivity analysis.
To minimize the possibility that observed connectivity patterns are due to the
common influence of the experimental protocol, this influence was estimated for the
time series of each ROI individually, and removed in a pre-processing step. While
it is possible to include this effect and estimate it jointly with MAR connectivity
parameters (as discussed in Section 2.1.5), we chose to err on the side of caution by
maximizing the variance attributed to this exogenous factor.
5.3.2 Connectivity Analysis
To reduce the number of model parameters (which varies as the square of the num-
ber of ROIs), we performed RFX-MAR analysis on the ROIs from both cerebral
hemispheres individually for the sake of comparison across the hemispheres Our de-
scriptions will follow these analyses in parallel. As we do so, we will refer to the
right-hemispheric homologs to Wernicke's and Broca's areas by these same names,
though they technically refer only to regions in the left hemisphere. Furthermore,
in some diagrams we will abbreviate the names of ROIs: V=visual, W=Wernicke's,
B:Broca's, and M:Motor.
Model Selection
We performed RFX-MAR, FFX-MAR, and IFX-MAR analysis of these data, search-
ing all combinations of the following structural parameter settings (when applicable):
p = {1,...,6
group, {global, interaction, RFX auto (H=2, 3, 4)}
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Figure 5-32: The approximate evidence F for the multi-subject MAR models for
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Figure 5-33: Approximate Evidence F across RFX-MAR structural parameters for
the left and right hemispheric networks.
group, = {global, interaction, ARD auto (G=2, 3, 4)}
As shown in Figure 5-32, the RFX-MAR was selected for both hemispheres. The
approximate log posterior on RFX-MAR model structure for both hemispheres is
shown in Figure 5-33. The model order at the mode is p = 4 for the left hemisphere
and p = 3 for the right. In both cases, "auto" structurings were selected for the RFX
and ARD groups. These are shown in Figures 5-34 and 5-35.
Connectivity Inference
The population-level coefficient posterior for both hemispheric networks is shown in
Figure 5-36, and subplots are colored black which correspond to plausible predictive
interactions. Plausible interactions were selected by thresholding the permutation
p-values for each connection at p < 0.001. The permutation null distribution was
computed for each hemisphere separately (Figure 5-37), and the correspondence be-
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Figure 5-34: The "auto" groups selected for the RFX (top) and ARD (bottom) struc-
turing of the left-hemispheric network, arranged in the format of MAR coefficients
matrices Ak(l), = 1,...,p.
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turing of the right-hemispheric network, arranged in the format of MAR coefficients
matrices Ak(l),l = 1,...,p.
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Table 5.3: The connectivity statistic (top) and the permutation p-value (bottom) for
each interaction in both hemispheric networks
tween connectivity statistics and p-values are tabulated in Table 5.3. Inspection of
the posterior confidence intervals (relative to the zero axis) in Figure 5-36 makes
the justification of this threshold clear. It is interesting to note that the ARD pri-
ors for both hemispheres also captured this structure in their group assignments for
coefficients associated with lag 1 = 1 autoregression. The inferred population-level
connectivity structure is shown graphically in Figure 5-38.
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Figure 5-38: Graphical representation of inferred population-level connectivity for the
left and right hemispheric networks.
5.3.3 Discussion
The effective connectivity inferred by our group analysis captures much of the struc-
ture that we anticipated in the left hemisphere under the experimental conditions.
The fact that evidence of connectivity appears to be stronger in the left hemisphere
than it is in the right is also consistent with our knowledge of the left-lateralized
language processing in right-handed subjects.
One divergence from the anticipated connectivity pattern is the absence of evi-
dence of a causal relationship between the visual cortex and Wernicke's area. Since
words are presented visually and because Wernicke's area is thought to be primarily
responsible for the semantic interpretation of words necessary for the production of
an antonym, we have good reason to believe that information is conducted between
these ROIs. Numerous explanations are possible for this contradiction, including the
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following:
* Signal strength in the visual region relevant to causal influence may be low.
* The rate constant associated with the interaction may be too short to produce
evidence of a causal relationship given the EPI sample period TR=I sec. The
smoothing effect of the BOLD response may also have obscured it. These are
great concerns for the possibility of performing causal analysis based on fMRI
time series in general, but we are generally encouraged in this regard since
detectable delays between different regions have been reported in the literature.
For instance, at least two studies have shown that the BOLD response of the
prefrontal cortical regions is between 1 and 4 seconds later than that of the
visual cortex [10, 101]. In both cases, experimenters could not rule out the
possibility that the apparent difference was due to a delay in the underlying
neural activity, and in [101], it is argued that the observed delay of 4 seconds
is consistent with independent evidence of delayed neural activity.
* Variability in hemodynamic characteristics across trials and across regions could
affect observed temporal ordering. We are encouraged with respect to this issue
since the BOLD response has been shown to have a fairly consistent shape. A
study of variability in the BOLD response in the motor cortex showed that it
has a very consistent shape for a given subject within the same day, though
somewhat less so across days [1].
* The dependence may have been non-linear and thus not well-modeled by a linear
autoregression.
* A single set of connectivity parameters was fit to the entire event-related time
series, so the model captures the average effect across conditions of the protocol,
including activity and rest during inter-stimulus periods. Due to the smoothing
effect of the BOLD response, it is not possible to deconvolve this effect by MAR
modeling. A "Dynamic Causal Modeling" (DCM) [32] approach may be able
to do so since it involves explicit modeling of the BOLD response.
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* The process of ROI selection may have ignored or obscured signal components
relevant to inter-regional prediction. We followed other effective connectivity
practitioners in extracting ROI signals by averaging voxels which show the high-
est degree of protocol-dependence [32, 50, 83, 63], but we cannot be certain that
these anatomical regions are actually the ones whose signal is predictive of that
of all other interacting regions. We also observed sensitivity of connectivity
inference to the number of voxels averaged. Including too few voxels produced
ROI signals with low SNR. Including too many tended to obscure evidence of
causal interactions, possibly because doing so blurred fine temporal structure
relevant to prediction, or combined voxels with canceling signals (negative and
positive correlation with the protocol). We took care to check that averaging
produced a signal representative of included voxels, but found it difficult to
formalize a procedure to avoid these confounds (beside varying the number of
voxels averaged). In [63], a spatiotemporal clustering algorithm is suggested for
this purpose, but we do not have experience with it.
* Other anatomical regions, such as the angular and supramarginal gyri, may
be intermediate between the visual cortex and Wernicke's area. By omitting
their signals, we may have omitted relevant predictive information that is not
contained in visual cortex's signal itself.
* The number of subjects included in the study may have been too small to
produce sufficient power for population-level inference or reliable estimation of
inter-subject variability. In general, it is not appropriate to claim generality
in results based on seven subjects. Processing of additional subjects is clearly
warranted to substantiate the results presented here.
* The fMRI data was acquired in a non-interleaved axial sequence, ordered inferior
to superior. As such, samples from Wernicke's area were acquired slightly later
than those from the Visual cortex, even though they are treated as simultaneous
under the MAR model. This temporal staggering applies to the rest of the ROIs
as well, in the order: Visual, Wernicke's, Broca's, Motor. Since the lag between
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the current Visual sample and the next Wernicke's sample is actually longer
than that between, say, the current and next Wernicke's sample, the Visual
cortex may be put at a competitive disadvantage as a Wernicke's predictor.
We are encouraged in this regard since we do not see the Motor cortex (the
latest acquisition) as a predictor of other ROIs, but there may nevertheless
be some effect. We did not use slice timing correction in these analyses since
doing so involves additional modification of the raw data that might affect
connectivity inference. However, sensitivity to slice-timing correction for fMRI-
based connectivity inference should be explored in general.
Our analysis may have been subject to some or all of these influences to different
degrees in different subjects. Figure 5-39 plots connectivity statistics generated
by independent modeling of each subject, for both hemispheres. While the
group connectivity pattern for the left hemisphere is evident in most subjects,
it is not uniformly so. For instance, inter-subject hemodynamic variations could
be a factor. One study [1] reported significant variation in the time-to-peak of
the BOLD response in the primary sensorimotor cortex across 32 subjects. In
particular, the reported time-to-peak ranged from 2.7 to 6.2 seconds, with mean
4.7 and standard deviation 1.1, and subject reaction time was ruled out as an
explanatory factor.
Similar considerations could also be applied to the lack of connectivity evident in
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the right hemisphere, since these regions also show protocol-dependency (they were
selected on that basis), and thus probably interact with the other language regions
to some degree. By inspection of IFX-MAR results for that hemisphere in Figure
5-39, we see that evidence of interactions were not absent entirely, but none were
consistent enough to be significant at the population-level. Generally speaking, these
considerations point to the importance of temperance in interpreting the results of
effective connectivity analysis. This is the same fundamental caution that is appro-
priate for generic statistical testing, since the absence of significance under a test does
not confirm the absence of an effect, but may be due to a lack of data or a weakness
of the model.
Analogously, we must admit possible explanations for detected Granger causal
relationships, beside true functional interaction, by consideration of the properties of
the data used for such inferences. Indeed, some of factors listed above may lead to
false positives as well as false negatives in connectivity analysis. As pointed out in
[63], since neural activity is observed through the hemodynamic response, a predic-
tive relationship between ROIs may arise from (1) actual neural coupling, (2) better
estimation of a noisy BOLD signal, or (3) variability in local hemodynamic char-
acteristics. For instance, consider the bi-directional influence we inferred between
Wernicke's and Broca's areas. This is a satisfying result since it is consistent with our
prior knowledge of bi-directional pathways in the arcuate fasciculus [24]. However,
to conclude that our results confirm a bi-directional causal interaction between these
regions during this protocol would be quite optimistic, considering that electrical
transmission along these pathways has been observed in vivo to be as much as two
orders of magnitude quicker than the fMRI sample period (i.e. on the order of 30
msec to 150 msec as compared to the fMRI TR of 1 second) [78].
By this discussion we are not presenting a pessimistic view of effective connectivity
analysis based on fMRI. Our experiments and other literature have shown promising
results that suggest a place for fMRI in providing information about the interaction
among brain regions which is complementary to that derived from other sources. By
providing caveats as we have, we are simply grounding the conclusions of our experi-
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ments, and pointing new directions for development of more specialized connectivity
models and experimental designs.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we reported the results of population inference about effective connec-
tivity on both real and artificial datasets. We validated the estimation and inferential
methods developed in Chapter 4 by means of time series synthetically sampled from
known models, which represented different types and degrees of inter-subject vari-
ability. Since ground truth was not available for the real functional data that we
analyzed, confirmation of our analysis there was more difficult. For the EEG study,
which included a relatively large number of subjects, we focused on the reproducibil-
ity of the group connectivity results by repeating analysis on random subsamples of
subjects. Prior neuroscientific knowledge provided a basis for evaluation of the group
connectivity analysis we performed on an fMRI dataset.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this work, we studied the use of functional neurological time series to identify in-
teractions among brain regions that are characteristic of the greater population from
which studied subjects were drawn. We focused on the multivariate autoregressive
process as a causal interaction model, and proposed a generative, random effects
model for the purpose of population inference about MAR-based effective connectiv-
ity. We also proposed more and less restrictive models of MAR-based inter-subject
variation, which may be appropriate for multi-subject modeling under different con-
ditions. Estimation and inference under these models is conducted in an approximate
Bayesian framework that provides a principled basis for selection among competing
model specializations for a given dataset. The analysis of population-level connectiv-
ity in our framework proceeds in four broad stages:
1. Selection of anatomical regions of interest given experimental conditions
2. Extraction and pre-processing of functional time series collected simultaneously
from these regions in multiple subjects
3. Estimation and selection among competing multi-subject models of these time
series as the realization of anatomically distributed random process
4. Inference about the Granger-causal influences (prediction) among these regions
at the population level
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We validated our method on synthetic multi-subject time series generated to sim-
ulate different numbers of subjects, amounts of data per subject, and types and
degrees of inter-subject variability. We demonstrated the method on real functional
neuroimaging data collected by means of EEG and fMRI. The inferential methods
we have proposed for single-population characterization are easily extended to enable
comparison of multiple populations as well, though at the time of this writing, data
was not available to test this. They may also be used directly to analyze other sources
of variability, such as those arising for repeated experiments.
To the best of our knowledge, this work represents the first framework for pop-
ulation inference about effective connectivity in the neuroimaging literature. The
proposal, implementation and demonstration of such a framework are our principal
contributions to the field.
6.1 Future Work
6.1.1 Open Questions for Effective Connectivity Analysis
Looking broadly at the field of effective connectivity inference, it is exciting and
humbling to see how much work there is yet to be done. While this kind of analysis
has gained prominence in the last few years, there are few publications about method
development, and far fewer about applications of these methods to real data. This
may be due, in part, to an apparent scarcity in research addressing fundamental
questions about analysis of this kind, specifically that pertaining to its specificity and
sensitivity. Open questions of great importance to the scientific utility of model-based
connectivity inference include:
* What are the limitations of Granger-causal inference for different types of func-
tional time series as a result of their spatiotemporal resolution and the relation-
ship between measured quantities and neural activity to which they relate?
* What are the sources of inter-regional noise in different functional time se-
ries that may lead to false detection of connectivity? These might include
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distributed physiologic processes in fMRI, and signal mixing due to dipole re-
construction using EEG/MEG.
* How can we identify noise signals, suppress them, or control for them by our
experimental design? For instance, should effective connectivity under experi-
mental conditions always be contrasted to a baseline condition as a control?
* What are the relative advantages of different experimental designs (event-related,
blocked, unstructured, etc.) for effective connectivity inference based on differ-
ent imaging modalities and different models?
* How must guidelines for experiment design change when the data is intended
for connectivity analysis as opposed to activity localization?
* What effect does the omission of a relevant region have on inferred connectivity
patterns under different connectivity models?
We are aware only of the paper by Lahaye et al. [63] that begins to address
such questions for fMRI data. Its authors study the effects of various processing
steps standard i fMRI analysis (such as spatial smoothing), and evaluate relative
strengths of instantaneous, causal, linear and nonlinear models of connectivity.
Development of methods for simultaneous multi-modal functional monitoring (e.g.
EEG and fRI) will likely play a great role in further investigations of this kind, since
these complementary information sources may provide a basis for practical evaluation
of connectivity analysis performed by either alone. The integration of tractographic
data might also be useful to constrain solutions to those which are anatomically
plausible.
6.1.2 Population Inference for Other Models
As these and other questions begin to be answered, and model-based connectivity
analysis based on functional time series gains greater prominence, the importance
of group characterization and comparison will likely become more important. Our
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experience with random-effects population inference for the MAR process suggests
that a similar approach may also be valuable for other models of effective connec-
tivity, such as Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) and Dynamic Causal Modeling
(DCM). Since SEM analysis uses a Gaussian model, adding a Gaussian population
prior to SEM connectivity parameters might proceed in a similar manner to that
shown in this work. Such a population prior might also be added to the subject-
specific connectivity parameters of the DCM state-space model, though this develop-
ment would likely differ from that presented here. Subject-specific DCM models are
currently estimated in a PEB framework by linearization of the model and assuming
Gaussian uncertainty. Priors are placed on connectivity parameters to help ensure
stability in the hidden model of inter-regional connectivity. The replacement of this
prior with an unrestricted Gaussian population prior might remove this bias toward
stability. Notwithstanding these considerations, our experience has shown promise
for a generative approach to connectivity modeling in a population.
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Appendix A
Relevant Densities
A.1 The Gaussian Density
This section is adapted from [93]. The Gaussian density for x C !j-d is
(A.1)(x; , Q) - (2r) d/l -u/a exp - -a-r (x-a)
The entropy of a Gaussian random variable is [15]
H(x) - p(x) log p(x)dx = - log
J ~~~~2
(A.2)
The KL divergence between Gaussian densities Af(x; .Lq, Qq) and A(x; p, Qp) is
L)(q(x) p(x))
---= / ./V'x; Aq,
= lo0g [Ftp
- log QI+2 IQ
1
1log fL. L 
- 1
V(x; J[/q, q) dx
flq {trl( f p1(x-U fp)(x p))
- q ~tr (Q- 1 (x - tip) (X - /p)t) --tr(1ql(x--/q)(x - q)') }
- Itr q-lQq)
-tr (Qq + I1 tq - 'ql4-l' + pLPI)) -
2 I 
=-l 2log [ + tr(Q-p;lq) _ (q - /ip)' Q-1 (q - ip) - dlo1g [ ' p ]
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(A.3)
((27rC)djQj)
A.1.1 The Fisher Information Matrix
Our derivation of the Fisher information matrix for a multivariate Gaussian likelihood
function follows that on page 325 of [77]. The log likelihood of data x d(/t, Q) is
as follows, where we write u x -z.
d11L -log 27r- log IQ]- u'Q-lu (A.4)
2 2 2
The first differential is as follows, where we've used the facts Q = Q', du -dtu,
and the matrix differential formulas from Appendix B.5.
dL -_1 tr(Q-ldQ) + U'(d-l)u + u'-ld[
21Il 2
1 ~~~~~~1
-_tr(_-1(dQ)Q-'1Q) + -u'(dQ-l)u+u'Q-ld (A.5)
2 2
1 1 I
= +- tr(QdQ -1) -U'(d )u + u'[Q-ldj
2 2
The second differential is as follows, where we rewrote u'(d2 -l)u using Equation
B.3.
~~~~~1
d2L - tr((dQ)dQ-1) + tr(Q d2 )
2 2
_lud _ldu 
-2U'(dQ-1)du - tr(uu' d2Q -) (A.6)
2 2
-dt'-ld.tt + u'(dQ-l)dt + u'Q-ld2
We now take the negative expectation and cancel terms using S{u} = 0 and £{uu'} =
Q. The second line is due to the same trick as used above in the derivation of the
first differential. The third line gives the first line in vectorized form.
2~~~~
-e{d2L} 1 tr((dQ)Q-l(dQ)Q-l) + dt'Q-ldt
2
1
= tr(Q(dQ-1 )Q(dQ-1)) + d'Q- 1 dtu (A.7)
2
- vec(dQ)'(Q_1 0 FVl)vec(dQ) + d/t'Vl1dti
2
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Note that the differential dQ should be taken with respect to the unique elements of
the covariance matrix Q, unless additional structure is assumed. Since the covariance
matrix is symmetric, these unique elements are contained in v(Q). In the following,
Dd denotes the duplication matrix, which takes v(Q) to vec(Q) when is a d x d
matrix. [77]
2 ~1
- v(dfQ)'D(Q1 0 Q_)Ddv(df2) + dtpQ_'d/i
2 
(A.8)
A.2 The Gamma Density
The density function and moments of a Gamma-distributed random variable x 
is as follows., where the Gamma F and Digamma 4' functions are defined in Section
A.2.1 [5].
Ga(x; a, b) =
£{x} _ al)1
ba
xa-1 exp {-bx},I(a)
ar(x) - ab- 2
x>O, a,b>0
£{log x} = (a) - log b
It is commor to use a Gamma density with small a and b as a proper approximation
to the improper x-1 density. This practice is motivated by the limit
balim Ga(x; a, b) li m a - 1a~~b--0 xaexp{-bx} <x 1a,b--O bO- -(a) (A.11)
The KL divergence between two Gamma densities q(x) Ga(x; aq, bq) and p(x):
Ga(x; a, bp) is [93],
D(q(x) 11 p(x))
f Ga(x; aq,
bqq ]p(ap)
lbp (aq)
=log bq I(ap)
Ga(x; aq, bq) 
bq) log Ga(x; a, bp) dx
-q{ (aq--)logx-(ap-)1ogx-bqx+bpx}
- (aq - ap)eq{ logx} + (bp - bq)Eq{X}
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(A.I0)
(A.12)
A.2.1 The Gamma and Digamrma Functions
The Digamma function / gives the expected logarithm of a random variable dis-
tributed as Ga(x; a, 1).
F(a) j xa- exp{-x} dx (A.13)
r'(a) j Oa0 exp{(a- 1)logx} exp{-x}dx
00
= j (logx) xa- 1 exp{-x} dx (A.14)
F'(a) 0() r(a ) j (log x) F(x; a, 1) dx (A.15)
We can calculate the expectation £{logx} under density Ga(x; a, b) by change of
variable t bx.
0x
£{logx} (logx) F(x; a, b)dx
o~~~~~~~~
= () (logt/b) (t/b)(a- l) exp{-t} dt
F7(a) b
- _ (a 1 (logt - logb) t(a - l ) exp{-t} dt
F(a)
= (a) -logb (A.16)
A.3 The Incomplete Gamma Density
We define the incomplete Gamma density to be proportional to the Gamma density
(Equation A.9) for positive values x > Xmin > 0, and zero otherwise.
ba
IGa(x a, b, xmin) xa- 1 exp {-bx}F (a, bmin)X
(A. 17)
x > Xmin > O, a,b > O
The incomplete Gamma function F(a, u) has the following recursion property, which
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is shown by integration by parts.
00 xa-1 exp {-x} dx,
Uf
u>0, a > 
- [- - + (a-l )a 2 exp{-}] (a-)a-2exp{-x} dx
= Ua- 1 exp {-u} + (a - 1)r(a - 1, u) (A.18)
The normalizing constant for the incomplete Gamma density can be derived by change
of variables:
xa-1 exp {-bx} dx 00 ain
bmiri
dyexp {-Y} y (, bxmin)
ba
The mean can be derived using change of variables and the recursion property of the
incomplete gamma function:
S{X}
ba 00
: F(, bxmin) ] x xa- l exp {-bx} dx(baT(1, bXmin)ba F (a + 1, bxmin)
(A.20)
(A.21)
ba+ l F(a, bmin)
- 1 [a (bxmin )a exp {-bxmin}
F(a, bxmin) (A.22)
A.4 The Wishart Density
This section is a adapted from [93].
adapted from [87].
Details about the Wishart distribution are
A Wishart random matrix A C dd is symmetric and positive
definite matrix, and has the following density.
Wd(A; a,B)
Zd(a, B)
E{A}
1 jA (a-d-l)/ 2
Zd(a, B)
- 2da/2 r'd(a/2)IBf-a/ 2
exp{ - -tr(AB)}2J
d-1
= 2da/2 d(d-1)/4 lB-a/ 2 I -( i)
i-=O
- aB- 1
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F(a, u)
00
min
(A.19)
(A.23)
(A.24)
(A.25)
Above, we use the definition of the multivariate Gamma function [87]:
m
rn(X) rm(m-l)/4 Ir (x - (i- 1)/2)), Re(x) > (m- 1)/2
The KL divergence between two Wishart densities q(A) = Wd(A; q, Q) and p(A) =
Wd(A; p, P) is as follows.
D(q(A) 11 p(A))
= /Wd(A; q,Q)
Zd(p,P)(
= log ZA -) 
Zd(q, Q)
Zd( p, P)
Zd(q, Q)
log Wd(A; q Qd
ogWd(A; p, P) d
Pq{ log -
2 Psq{ logJAI} -
-1Itr(qQ-Q) +
2
1tr(qQ-1 P)
qd+ qtr(Q-1P)
2 2
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Appendix B
Matrix Identities and Notation
Throughout this text we use lesser-known operations, notation and identities that
are useful in matrix calculus. In this appendix, we summarize these conventions and
facts, which were principally derived from the very useful text [717]. Let A, B, C and
D be matrices of arbitrary dimension, unless otherwise specified. Let x, y be column
vectors of arbitrary dimension. Where matrices are multiplied, it is assumed that
they are of compatible dimension such that the multiplication is defined.
B.1 Dot Notation
We sometimes replace a matrix or sequence index with a large dot to refer col-
lectively to elements corresponding to all values of that index. Specifically, a row
(column) of a matrix is selected by replacing the column (row) index with a dot that
is larger than a period. For example, A.n denotes the n t h column of matrix A.
B.2 The vec Operator
The vec operator stacks the columns of a matrix into a column vector such that
vec(A)'- [(A. 1 )' ... (A.N)' ] when A has N columns. Unless otherwise noted, we
use the convention that the vectorization of a previously defined matrix A is denoted
by the same lowercase letter a vec(A).
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B.3 Kronecker Product 0
For two matrices A and B, the (i, j) sub-matrix of the Kronecker product A 0 B
is equal to AijB. The basic connection between the vec operator and the Kronecker
product is vec(xy') = y 0 x, where x and y are column vectors.
B.4 Matrix Identities
Identities involving the trace operator:
tr(AB) = tr(BA) (B.1)
tr(A) = tr(A') (B.2)
x'Ax = tr(x'Ax) = tr(Axx') (B.3)
Identities involving the Kronecker product:
(A 0 B)'= A' 0 B' (B.4)
tr(A 0 B) = tr(A)tr(B) (B.5)
(A B)-1 = A -'1 ( B- 1
A B = JAPJBJ"~,
(B.6)
A E Rmxm, B E RPxP
(A B)(C D) = (AC) (BD)
(B.7)
(B.8)
Identities involving the vec operator and Kronecker product:
vec(xy') = y 0 x (B.9)
tr(ABCD) = vec(D)'(A 0 C')vec(B')
= vec(D')'(C' 0 A)vec(B)
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(B.10)
vec(ABC) - (C' O A)vec(B)
The following identity relates to the inversion of a 2 x 2 partitioned matrix A for
which A11 and A22 are square and nonsingular. Denoting E All - A 12A- 1A21,
~A_1 A1 1 A 1 2 E -
A2 1 A 2 2 -A2-21A21 E-1
dtr(A) = tr(dA)
A- 1 + A-lA 21 E-'A1 2A - ' I
B.5 Matrix Differentials
d AI = Altr(A-ldA),
dA-1 = -A-l(dA)A - 1,
A mxmn
A invertible
B.6 Partitioned Determinants
In this section, we derive the determinant of a 2 x 2 block matrix A, where All 
RMmxmn and A22 C Rnxn are square. Note that Aij denotes a scalar element of matrix
A.
A= [Al A12
A 21 A 2 2
(B.18)
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(B.12)
d(AB) = (dA)B + A(dB)
d(x'Ax) = x'(A + A')dx
(B.13)
(B.14)
(B. 15)
(B.16)
(B.17)
(B.11)
Lemma 1. Let A21 = 0 and A 22 = In. Let {A12 }n denote the first n columns of
matrix A12. For the purpose of recursion, consider A(n) a function of n.
A(n)= [ All {A2}n (B.19)
0 In
Now we have the following recursion, using the fact that A(n)(m+n)j = (m+n)j (since
it references the bottom row of A(n)).
m+n
[A(n)[ E A(n)(m+n)j(-1)m+n+iminor(m+n)j(A(n))
j=l
= (_ 1)2(m+ n)
IA(n-1) 
All
0
{Al 2}(n-1)
I(n-1)
(B.20)
Using the base case n -- 0, so that A(0) - A11, we get the following by recursion.
IA(n) = A(0) = A111 (B.21)
Lemma 2. Let A be block upper triangular, i.e. A21 = 0. We factor matrix A and
use Lemma 1 to get the following formula:
mO A22
A l l A 1 2 1
0 In
Finally, we premultiply A and then use Lemmas 1 and 2 to compute A. This
necessitates that All be invertible.
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JA 
All
0
A1 2
A 2 2
(B.22)= JA22IIA111
[All A1 2
0 A 22 -A21A-A12
A 2 2 -A21A-1A12IIA11 
iA o [All
-A21A1 n A21
A 1 2 1
A 22
Alternatively, if we have A22 invertible, we can use a different factorization.
All- A12A221A21
A 2 1 A22] = [imA22 a L °
All -A12A221A211A22
-Al2A2l A1 allA 12 1
In" - A 21 A 22
= JAI
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(B.23)
[
(B.24)
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